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The Clovis News
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TEXICO TRUMPET
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CLOVIS,

Frank Epparhimer Dead.

Philathea Class Service

After an illness of about one
week with pneumonia. Frank
Epperblmer died Sunday at the
Arlington hotel
He- was 54
ears of age at the time of his
death a id le.ives a daughter,
Miss Cleo Epperhimer, of Clovis
and a son in Missouri who himself was ill at the time of his
fathers death and was unable to
attend the funeral. The funeral service was held at Steed's
Undertaking parlors and was
conduct by Rev. Clark, pastor of
the Methodist church. Uncle
"Ep" as he was familiarly called
was a member of the Eagle
Lodge at Roswell, and that order
sent a beautiful floral offering
for the funeral. Among those
who added to the floral offering
were: Mrs. Tom Davenport,
Mrs. Pat O'Connel and Miss
Daisy Rainbolt.
The pali bearers were, W. C.
Wood, Harry Keldell, Will
A. E. Seignor, Bud
Copeland and Doc Jenkins. The
funeral wa largely attended.
The News extends condolence
to the bereaved.
-

The Philathea class of the
Methodist Sunday School have
announced a sunrise service at
the Methodist church, Sunday
morning to which they are
their friends, both old
and young. Prof. J, M. Bickley
has been requested to conduct
the service, and the following
program will be rendered:
Opening Song "I know that my
Redeemer liveth."
Scripture reading, Matt. 28,
by Rev. C. A. Clark.
Prayer, Prof J. M. Bickley.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO APRIL

Baraca Class Entertain
Mrs. Gus Bryan

entertained

the boys of the Baraca Class,
Sunday night. After a business
meeting the evening was turned
into one of enjoyment and merry making was thoroughly in
dulged in. If any one has ever
atten led a Baraca social they
know what a thourough good
time the young folks have.
Delicious ice cream and cake
was served during the evening.
Mrs. Bryan isxthe boys' teacher.

Reading Room
Entertainment
"In The

Hymn-Anthe-

Twinkling of an Eye."
Reading. Miss Jewel Bayless.
Quartette, by Baraca Male
Quartette.
Vocal Solo, Madge Clark,
Reading, Marie Struble.
Vocal Solo. Mrs. L. E. Tripp,
Sentence Prayers.
Scripture Quotations.
Quartette, Philathea Quartette.
Reading, Lyde Riley.
Song,
"When the Roll is
called."
Benediction.

The Congress Symphony

chestra of Chicago will be in

OrClo-

vis, Sunday evening, April 7, "12.
The Englewood Lyric School
has taken a high

standing

among the conservatories of the
west and is turning out talent
which has captivated the coun
try at larure. They have been
practicing for over a year. They
have a program of master works
and will not pass by these old
melodies, which have stirred human ambitions in all ages and
which have been like poems of
heaven among the poor. Their
V. S. Unruh returned to his
is educational as well as
music
Dr. Westerfield left, Monday,
old post as fireman after being
an inspiration. Don't miss the
in the Roswell country for the for Oklahoma Citv on a business Congress of Nations as managed
trip.
by Mr. Battis,
several months past
Cav-anaug-

h,

4, 1912

$1.00

Santa Fe to Pay
Taxes this Year
The A. T. & S. F. R. R. Company has rendered for assessment the entire trackage of said
company in Curry county at a
total valuation of $516,000.00 and
alio the 198,000 acres of land
lying north of Clovis at $121,000.-0together with a number of
lots at $9000.00 making a grand
total of $646,000.00. This means
that about $25,000 will be paid
into the Curry county tax fund
this year, which will no doubt
lower the tax rate to an appreciable extent.
And yet there is a constant
howl against the Railroad companies and big corporations. The
checking of the big corporations
in thickly settled communities
and of limited possibilities may
be alright out in this broad land
of ours with the endless opportunities of development, capital
is an indispensible asset to our
growth and prosperity.
0

City Ticket ElAfter several months amid the
beauteous grandeur of Californected With but a Slight
ia, where he went with the inOpposition

Democratic

The election of city officials on
the 2nd resulted in no outburst
of enthusiasm as has been the
case heretofore. The men put
out at the Democratic convention were well calculated to fill
the several places, so much so
that the opposition parties were
content to accept them at their
own terms
There seemed to be but one
place of contention, that of city
clerk, which resulted in a makeshift citizens ticket being placed
in the field.
Of the four candidates on the
citizens ticket Sellers andMears
withdrew before election day,
Singleton vas out of town, leaving Downing the only live candidate in the race. He however
was defeated.
The city fathers for the next
two years, unless a commission
form of city government should
be adopted are: E. R. Hart, Mays.

I. 2 Nights

Commencing
Friday,

April 5
Saturday

Bargain Matinee

E. J. LASSEREE Presents

MISS SYLVIA SUMMERS
Supported by

THE LASSEREE COMEDY
COMPANY
In the Seasons Biggest Dramatic Successes

Friday

Night--"Pal- s"

Saturday
Saturday

r

Matinee-"ANight--"Bachelo- rs

DiiVaC
lvD

t

Pikes Peak"

Ward"

Nteht 25c 50c 75c
Matinee 15c and 25c

Seats now on sale at usual place.

Louis Lucerio, who was eon
victed last week of carrying a
deadly weapon, was sent to jail
by Judge Abbot for a four month
term. This was thought by many to be a severe penalty, but
when we remember that many
states are now making it a felony to carry concealed weapons,
we think the penalty is not so
unreasonable.
Mr. D. N. Rogers left the
early part of the week for his
claim in Guadalupe county where
he will make more improvements
on his claim.

We are not foolish enough to
suggest that every farmer should
follow every line of mixed farming. Conditions vary greatly.
Some districts are better for live
stock than others; some are suited for a rotati n of grains; some
for dairying. It is for each man
to decide what branches he can
best combine on his farm. That
is purjiy a problem for the indi-ii- u
I.

Mrs.

Hany Highfill left

Sup-da- y

lor a few weeks visit with
She will
spend some time visiting Mr.
Highfill's paronti b.fore returni-

her parents in Djnver.

3

is to be employed and t he wiring tomobiles.
io to be done for the actual cost
Some think that a person who
of material and labor expended. is a great talker is smart but the
This action was taken after con- one who knows when to keep
mouth shut, certainly has
siderable
agitation and the his
more sense.
claim on the pirt of a number
of propertv o'vnerswho thought
The Lasseree Comedy comthe local prices for this wrk pany will present three of the

eater

County.

ail

Panama-Californi-

Lyceum

i

tention of making an improv- ment on New Mexico. F. A.
Erdman has returned with his
family and intends to make his
homestead near Clovis his future home. Mr. Erdman is the
type of citizen we need in Curry

or, W. B. Dodson. K. C. Child-erJack Hull, W. L. Townsend, ng,
Found $1,441,856.15
Chas. Seheurich, Jas.
Potts
One great ace n ;!i 1, in e n t
Washington. The San Diego Dee Gholson and Dr. C. Smith.
that
Union recently announced that C. C. Baker. Clerk, and A. W. which some never la i
.
is attend to th"i - o v i buil.i
$1,441,856.18 had been found in Skarda, Treasurer.
that city. On reading the item

Probably a Motive.
it was disclosed that the county
auditing committee found the
We note a great outburst of
praise or which might be more
ffionc3 in the treasury. HowevCity to do Electrical Wiriug er the fact was shown that the properly termed "taffy" on the
At the meeting of the City liberal people of Sandiego had part of the Journal eulogizing
council, Monday night, it was not handed over their cash to the county board at this particufinally decided that tho City of Col. D. C. Collier to pay for the lar time looks as though the
a
Exposition, Journal would like to print the
Clovis should take over the mat'
ter of electrical wiring for the but had saved something with delinquent tax list. The delinpublh. A fmst class electrician which to pay taxes, and buy au- quent tax list was published last

were prohibitive, and that they
would have their properties
wired if they could get it done
at what they contend is a reasonable price.
There are' more than 200 houses
on the lines of the city's current, which are not wired. Furthermore the city plant can carry twice the load it is now carrying without any additional
to speak of, and the City
is anxious to get these additional houses connected so as to get
an additional revenue from its
plant. The city will not handle
electrical fixtures but will furnish its electrician to any person desiring his services, at the
actual cost per hour of his salary. This is a decided departure
from the regular order of things
but we are inclined to believe it
Any way
is the proper step.
we will see what we will see.

Per Year

very best plays at the Lyceum
Friday ntoht, Saturday after
noon and Saturday night.
One of the cases appearing on
the court docket this term which
attracted considerable attention
was a divorce suit Green vs.
Green, the case was a hard fought
one, but resulted in the court
granting the plaintiff a decree
of divorce, $25.00 a month alimony. 80 acres of homestead and
an equal custody of the two
children. Attorneys in the case
were Frank B. Grant for plaintiff and R. E. Rowells for defendant. . Mr. and Mrs. George Mann
will shortly leave for their new
home in Albuquerque.
Mrs.
Mann is a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Rhodes of the Stroud rooming house.

Don't forget to take your wife
sweetheart or somebody else's
wife to see the best play of the
season, "Palls" at the Lyceum.
Satisfaction guaranteed,
About forty of the school
scholars played "hookey" Monday as a celebration of April
fool's day. but they have paid
rather dearly for their fun. All
who reported for duty, Monday
morning were given a half holiday in the afternoon while
those who took their half holiday without permission had to
make up the extra time during
the week. Well, we live and
learn.

cne of the

Sticktoitiven
roads that lead

a

'S3.

.; itantly on
Those who
the lookout for fau'U j.i o'hers,
are undesirable citixJ in any
community.
a--

?

that is without stn let him
cist the first stone. Bible.
He

There will be good vaudeville
year by the News for $50.00 between the acts at the Lyceum
whereas a neighboring county Friday and Saturday fright.
paid over $4,000 for publishing
Mrs. John F. Watson left the
its delinquent tax list.
fore part of the veek lore Girardeau, Mo., in hopes that the
Married
lower altitude would be of bene
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. fit ro her health.
Payne, at 528 North Sheldon
Big headedness has oftea reStreet, Mr. Zet Catt and Misi
Sadie Tilly were united in mar- tarded the progress of many
riage by Rev. C. H. Brown, on bright fellows.
Thursday evening, Apr. 4, 1912
J. F. Deats of Texico. was a
The young people both live in visitor on our streets, Monday.
Clovis, Mr. Catt having been
employed by the Houston Hart J. F. Smithson of Grady was
Lumber Company for the past in town yesterday. He reports
yt.ar or two. The News extends wheat in the Grady country in
congratulations to the happy fine condition, and much more
planted than last year.
couple.

Canton

Implements

The implement you know to
be the best. Let us show
you their new and improved
Lister and Lister Cultivator.

Barry Hardware Go.
Clovis, New

gt-'xic-

TURNED BUND
ALFALFA
ALMOST FELL

ON DRY LAND ADVANTAGE OF DEEP TILLAGE
Drouth of 1011 Stirred Up Interest
Among Farmers on Problem of
Moisture Conservation.
Which

Three Conditions Under
Mrs. Hansen Says At First Her Case
Farmers May Try Crop.
Seemed Hopeless, but She
Finally Won Out

First, Where Sufficient Moisture

'Tor seven year,"
Sigurd Hansen, of this
Mr
city, "I suffered with womanly troubles, and, at last, was operated on.
I felt better for a time, but soon I
had the same trouble as before.
I had dizzy spells, and would turn
blind and almost fall over. I had
pains In my back and side, and was
not able to work.
Half the time I could not eat any
breakfast, and I always felt weak and
had a headache.
One day, my husband pot me a bottle of Cardul, and I tried It. I felt
better, so I took Borne more.
Now, I am well and feel fine. My
doctor says I am looking better than
ever. I have a good appetite and sleep
well.
It Is all due to Cardul. T only wish
very suffering woman would try It.
They would soon feci as good as I
do."
You may be sure, when Cardul will
relieve and cure such a serious case
as that of Mrs. Hansen, that It will,
much more quickly and certainly, help
those women who have no serious
symptoms, but are just weak and ailing.
Are youT
Mobile,

Ala.

Mrs.

Try

It

W.
B Write to i talis Advisory
Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chat
tanooaja, Tenn., for Special Inetrno-tlonbook, "Home Treatand
ment for Women," Bent In plain wrapper, on request.
a,

-e

Poor Guesser.
Wedmore Before I married, I learned to live on half my income.
Singleton And found that it was a
wise step, eh?
Wedmore Yes. only a half was the
wrong proportion I should have made
It an eighth.
A

The Keynote.
Knlcker I thought simplicity was
to be the keynote of your gowns.
Mrs. Knlcker It Is; I have Bimply
got to have them.
TO DRIVE OCT MAI ARIA
AND
IT THE SYSTEM
Take the Old Standard OnVfM TASTKI.aMS
Vim
yon

mill.

know what
are taking.
CH1U. TUNIC.
Tbe formula Is plainly printed on every bottle,
snowing It In simply Oulnlne and Iron In a tasteless
form, and tbe nnst effectual form, fc'or grown
people and children, &0 cunm.

The
seems
apt to
gret.

longing of the moment always
the great essential. We are
forget the long eternity of reCorelli.

The Paxton Toilet Co. of BoBton,
Mass., will send a large trial box of
Paxtlne Antiseptic, a delightful cleansing and germicidal toilet preparation,
to any woman, free, upon request.
Cheerfulness keeps up a kind of sunshine In the soul, and fills it with a
steady and perpetual serenity. Addison.
Dr. Pierce's Pclleti, fid ill, sugar conted,
easy to take an candy, regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels. Do not gripe.

Occasionally we meet a man whose
of a row
of flat cars.

train of thought reminds us

PIUSl Ct'RED IN TO 14 DAYS
YonrnrugglBl will retund mone) If I'A.O OINT-NT falls to" cure any um of Itching, Hllnd,
lcoding or Protruding I'llos lu8vo 14 dais. 60c
Every man has a future before him,
but too often his past behind him acts
as a handicap.
For liver and kidney troubles, nothing is
quite so mild, pleasant aud effective as
Garfield Tea.
Two headu are better than one
a calbbage patch.

in

A WEAK

STOMACH
Can be quickly
strengthened your
liver can be made
ive your bowels will
be regular if you will
but take
act-

HOSTETTER'S
Stomach Bitters
It has a proven reputation in cases of poor appetite, heartburn, headache, indigestion,
colds, grippe,
malaria, fever aud ague.

cos-tivene- ss,

IF YOU HAVE,
no appetite. Imilgcatio.i, rutulcncc, Sick
Headache, 'all run down" or losing flesh, you
will llnd

Tuffs Pills
lust what

the weal

laaBJI T1M1 I A' I A Vl
BawCoujh Bjrap. Taatci GuuS. Laa
.
la tin s. Sold by

Can

Be Secured, In Locations Where
Pumping Plant Is Handy and
on Deep Soli.
K. BT.INN, Alfalfa

(Dy PHII.O

Special-

ist, Colorado Agricultural College.)

Alfalfa under dry farming conditions can not be expected to grow
with the same measure of success
that it does under Irrigation, nor
should the dry farmer expect success
when alfalfa Is Rown In the same manner that Is usually sown under Irrigation; a different system of cultivation must be employed.
Alfalfa Is a very drought enduring
plant when It Is once well established, If Its roots can reach some
l
deep
moisture, but It Is a mistaken Idea that the roots of alfalfa will
penetrate through dry soil to reach
moisture; It Is Impossible. It Is essential at the very start. In seeding
alfalfa, that there should be moisture
In the
It Is useless to attempt to seed alfalfa on dry land, that
ha not been previously deeply plowed
for several years, so that moisture has
penetrated to considerable depth. If
one contemplates seeding alfalfa, the
best plan is to summer till the previous season with clean cultivation.
There are at least three conditions
under which farmers could be advised
to try alfalfa In the (try farming dissub-soi-

sub-soi-

l.

tricts.
1. Along
creek beds or water
courses, where water or moisture from
the underflow would supply the plants
sufficiently to produce a fair crop
2. In locations that might be watered with a pumping plant, or where
the run-of- f
from storms could be diverted onto fields, which were adequately ditched and furrowed to receive the water that might be available after heavy storms from land lying above. There are doubtless many
such Bpots through the dry farming
sections that could be well devoted to
alfalfa.
3. On deep soli tUat has good moisture retention, and that has been
deeply tilled to establish sub-soi- l
moisture, alfalfa could be sown with
a view to producing seed by seeding
In wide rows, 36 to 40 Inches apart,
and sown very thinly In the rows.
This has been a success In an experi
mental way at several points In the
United States, and when ithe conditions are understood, there Is doubtless a great field for some men situated to engage in alfalfa seed growing.
Under all dry farming conditions It
Is advisable to sow alfalfa In rows
for Intertillage, to conserve the mole
ture and to control the weeds, the
width' of the rows depending somewhat upon the probable moisture sup
ply.
Under conditions almost equal
to Irrigation, rows 18 to 20 Inches
apart have been successful, but on dry
land which receives only the actual
precipitation of 12 to 15 Inches, rows
necessary,
40 Inches apart are
the
stand of plants In the rows must be
very thin, for the overpasturlng of the
limited moisture supply will be Just
as disastrous as overcrowding a limited water supply with a great herd of
cattle.
Cultivation Is absolutely essential to
all dry farming crops, and especially
alfalfa, to hold the moisture and to
keep clean of weeds. A thin stand of
alfalfa If neglected wll become a useless weed patch.
There are several difficulties to be
met In growing alfalfa In rows. First,
securing a stand of plants, and fighting weeds, which can only be met by
thorough preparation of the soil and
good careful cultivation. Second, blowing and washing of the cultivated soil
between the rows by wind and rains.
Selecting the fields not subject to
these troubles Is a wise precaution,
and It Is advisable to sow the rows In
the opposite way to the direction of
the r revalllng winds, but In the same
direction that the water will run best.
This Is sometimes Impossible to do,
then one has to cater to tno most probable danger.

GOOD

BREEDING

BIRDS

HIGH

Eggs From Fowls May Be Secured at
Quite Reasonable Figures at
Season When Most Needed.
Good breeding
of

birds In the spring
the year are scarce and hard to

get. Such as have been kept through
the winter being held at a high price
and frequently can not be bought at
all. It Is certain that birds which
have beer, selected and mated up for
the use of the owner will not be readily disposed of at such prices
as
would make them a profitable investment for the buyer. Though eggs
from these birds may be bought at
quite reasonable figures, and the buyer will thus be enabled to secure the
best of stock at a season when most
needed and at prices which will permit of their profitable use.
Alfalfa Leaves Rich.
Alfalfa leaves are richer In body
material
than oil
and
meal. Alfalfa Is palatable: it keeps
the bowels In just the right condition for promoting good digestion and
health. It Is rich In both protein and
mineral matter, tbe two essential materials for growth and for eggs.
Dry Farm Idea.
The dry fanning Idea Is built on
and It la
moisture conservation,
sound.

The great drouth of 1911 caused a
crop shrinkage of hundreds of millions of bushels. But it wrought a
I.
benefit that cannot be calcu
It
Hlng,
stirred up an Interest In de
and the conservation of moli
that
will spread until every farm
nows
how to protect his crops against the
dryest season. You hear deep tillage
discussed at the farming congresses,
says the Farm, Stock and Home. Tou
read about it In every leading farm
papor. It la the talk at the Institutes
and granges. It will not be many years
nutll we are getting out of our poor
soil all that It Is capable of producing
and that, too, without "soil mining"
or "soil, robbing.'
The Introduction of deep tillage
tools Is another reason for the widespread determination
to go deeper
Into the soil, at this time. Heretofore
It has been exceedingly difficult for
the farmer to till as deeply as recommended with the ordinary plows at his
command. But such tools have proved
that they not only till soil deeply but
that they make a pulverized seed bed
all In one operation. The seed bed
prepared by such tools Is thus an ample reservoir to hold the early spring
rains. It will absorb three times as
much molrture as a shallow tilled
field. The farther down the moisture
goes the less the evaporation.
The
farther down the soil is pulverized the
roots will go, thus getting all the
drink thuy need even when no rain
falls. We have plenty of moisture
now.
Heavy rains everywhere. We
will have oceans of water all winter
and next spring. It may make thoughtless people tired to think about water
now but the
farmer
knows that he will need water just as
much next July and August as he did
In 1911. and he
prepare
will
to
save It.
long-heade-

PLAN

FOR SAVING

KXXIIRY

JM Ck
FAVOR

INDIAN RUNNER

DUCKS

Few Breeds Better Suited to Farm
Raising Imported From West Indies Fifteen Years Ago.
Much has been said through the different farm and poultry Journals In
favor of the Indian Runner duck, but
I believe there are few who realise the

possibilities and advantages of rearing ducks of this breed.
As I have been raising this breed of
ducks for a few years, I can testify
that they deserve all the praise given
them.
They are not an entirely new variety, .having been imported some 16
years ago from the West Indies, thus
it receives the name of "Indian" with
the "Runner" added to denote its chief
peculiarity. Its rapid movement over
the ground.
They are great foragers and pick
up Innumerable bugs and Insects. This
alone should give them an Important
place on every farm.
Owing to their extreme hardiness, it
Is quite an easy task to raise a
large flock of Indian Runners, with
very little trouble.
They are never bothered with lice,
thero are no roosts to keep clean, and
no expensive houses are needed; Just
a
shed to protect them from
tbe severe winds and snws in winter,
says a writer In the Farm Progress.
The houses should have a dry
of straw or some kind of litter, as they must have a dry place on
which to sleep.
While they are not a land fowl. It is
not at all necessary to havo running
water for them to swim In, all that Is
needed is plenty of clean water tc
drink, placed in a vessel deep enough
low-roofe- d

floor-coveri-

Plow the Field as Soon as Crop Has
Been Harvested and Follow This
Up With Drag.

INHERITANCE

POOR

A

Rival Attorney Were
plained, Not In Too Friendly

Tears

of

Jk

Ex-

ri

M

Fashlen.

I

RAINFALL

Moisture conservation Is not a sure
cure for crop failure. Every farmer,
though, knows what three or four
inches of additional rain during a dry
season will do. and when It is realized
that It is possible and feasible to conserve moisture to that extent it begins
to look as though the saving of moisture from one year to another would
help some in case of short rainfall.
Three or four Inches of rain carried
over from one season to the next
means three or four hundred tons of
water an acre in the subBoll water
enough to carry a growing crop
through any ordinary dry weather. It
Is possible to carry even more thftn
this from one year to another, says
A. H. Leldigh, assistant professor of
crops at the Kansas agricultural college. How can the rainfall be saved?
Plow the field as soon as the crop has
been harvested. If it is spring or Bummer, follow the plow with a drag.
The rains will soak into the soil Instead of running off the surface or
evaporating. Fall plowing should not
be dragged, as there is danger of the
soil either packing or becoming dry
and blowing. The extra expense of
following such a plan ought not to
cost more than a dollar an r.cre at
most. Many places it could be done
at u much smaller cost. It pays big
interest on the Investment even at the
higher figure.

SUCH

At the trial of Home Tooke, Lord
Eldon, speaking of his own reputation, said:
"It Is the little Inheritance I have
to leave my children, and, by God's
help, I will leave It unimpaired."
Here he shed tears, and to the as
tonlshment of those present, Mitford,
?p0!in to Wf?ppt h o 'i
n" tip v afoTifrnt
"Just look at Mitford," said a bystander to Home Tooke, "what on
earth Is he crying fort"
Tooke replied:
"He Is crying to think what a small
Inheritance Kldon's children are like
to get."
CRACK

WOULD

HANDS

Get This

FREE

Book

Before You
Decorate
20 pretty rooms in modern hornet
how to get the very latest designs for
your home. We will send you FREE color

It ihowt
iin

plant made by expert

designer, for any
rooms you want to decorate.

The Beautiful Wmtt Timt

OPEN

more fajhlonaMe thin wall paper or ptlnt and nan
far lew. It ! mn refined1 and eiqiuslte In color to comGoca farther oa
pare with anr kind ol kalaomina.
the walla, doca not chip, peel or rah off, lasta far looter.
Cornea all ready v.. mix with cold
16 lawlfllt Tints.
water ana put on. aaaieat ie
aae fall dlrecrionj oa ererr
package, rail Mb. ffct.. White.
JOci ttcfaku Tints. JSc
U

"About two months ago my hands
started to crack open and bleed, the
ckin would scale off, and the good
flesh would burn and ltcb dreadfully.
When my hands first started to get
sore, there were small blisters like water blisters which formed. They
Itched dreadfully, it just seemed as
though I could tear the skin all off. I
would scratch them and the skin would
peel off, and the flesh would be all
red and crack open and bleed. It worried me very much, as I bad never
had anything the matter with my skin.
I was so afraid I would have to give
up my employment.
"My doctor said he didn't think It
would amount to anything. But It kept
getting worse. One day I saw a piece
In one of the papers about a lady who
had the same trouble with her hands.
She had used Cutlcura Soap and Ointment and was cured. I decided to try
them, and my hands were all heuled
before I had used one cake of Cutlcura Ointment. I am truly thankful
for the good results from the Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment, for thanks to them
I was cured, and did not have to lose
a day from work. I have had no return of the skin trouble." (Signed)
Mrs. Mary E. Brelg, 2522 Brown
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 12, 1911.
Although Cutlcura Soap and ointment are sold everywhere, a sample
book, will be
of each, with
wailed free on application to "Cutl-CxiraDept. La, Boston.

."

A Bad Beginning.
"Whenever Jiggers starts to tell
anything he prefaces his remarks by
saying, 'Believe me.' "
"That's why I never do."

Get the FREE Book
of 20 Beautiful Roomt
Wrtf f torfav.

Alabastine Company
Ilea. Qrnf

tntn, RVt

to tart Ob. M MI
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THE BEST STOCK

SADDLES:?, rth
"2V

able prices, write) for free
illustrated catalogue.
A. H. HESS A CO.
15 Travis SL. BoueUa. Tax.

ll

fr

certain names;
C Ail P"T 11"
WIT
& PAV
steady work, ineloorfnmale.
J.W
Stamp fur particulars, Star Specialty Co., Bolton, Us.

Oklahoma Directory
CAsROil

POCKET-BILLIAR-

D

TABLES

EASY PAYMENTS
LOWEST PRICES
You cannot afford to experiment with

untried goods sold by commission agents;
Catalogues free.
fHE BRUNSWICK BALKE COLLENDER COMPANY
Watt Main Street, DspL B, Oklahoma Clti. Okie.
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KERFOOT-MILLE-

&

R

(Incorporated)

CO.

Manufacturers of

BRONCHO BRAND
OVERALLS AND WORK CLOTHING
Wholesale Dry Good"
OKLAHOMA CITY
OKLAHOMA
Send us rour mall orders.

Indian Runner Drake and Duck.
for them to cover their heads, as the
nostrils are liable to become clogged
with mud or feed.
The young ducklings grow and mature so quickly It 1b indeed very interesting and fascinating to raise them.
We have had young ducklings that
h
weighed three and
pounds
when 60 days old; when matured they
f
to
will weigh from four and
five pounds.
Being a quick maturing fowl makes
their meat exceedingly tender, and
juicy, of fine flavor, equal or superior to spring chicken.
d
Their eggs are large, about
larger than the average hen egg, and
perfectly white. And, contrary to the
general Idea of duck eggs, they are of
mild, delicate flavor, making them
very desirable for the table or cake
baking, puddings, etc. The eggs under
ordinary conditions are very fertile and
will batch exceedingly well in Incubators.
one-fourt-

D0NT PUT YOUR MONEY
INTO ROOF COATING
Why buy cheaply made, Inferior (roofings

your local dealer sells
GAL-VA-N1T-

Q

ROOFING

one-hal-

one-thir-

that

must be frequently palntea ana repairea wneu
E

wmM

"TRIPLE ASPHALT COATED, MICA PLATED"

NEEDS NO PAINT NO AFTER ATTENTION
FIRST COST LAST COST
Roof InA is the cheapest in the long
run because it is made to stand the wear and tear of
the elements without after trouble or expense.
Tt is 15 Dounds heavier than the standard weight
and is constructed only of the best of materials. Its I
unusual weight makes it proof against heavy winds J
and hail storms.
Roofing has been approved by the
Vof innn' TWrd nf Fire Underwriters and takes a low
or. BXL
rate of insurance. It is a
heat and electricity or lightning.
Attractive in appearance, 'easy to lay,
nuifjililn for either steer) or flat roofs,
is thn i.lryil roofine for anv kind of a building in any
kind of a climate. It has stood the "Test of Time."

jcttS Ml

Oal-va-nl- te

m.mm

Gal-va-nl- te

m

saSaSV fflflsBBa

Gal-va-nl- te

Poultry
Renew the nests often with clean
material.
Field peas make most excellent feed
for laying hens.
Feeding clover is a preventive of
These bright days make work in tbe soft shelled eggs.
poultry yard a real pleasure.
It tastes knowledge, experience and
Plucking of the fowls begins imme- skill to produce a good egg.
diately after killing and should be
The more comfortable and happy
rapidly done.
the hen, the more eggs she will lay.
The success of turkey raising deA hen should have all the green
pends upon the kind of care given for feed she will eat every day or her
the first five or six weeks.
life.
Geese fattened wholly on pasture or
A turkey will consume more grit
with the addition of a little corn make than any of the poultry kept on the
a tender, Juicy article of flesh uot to farm.
be equaled.
New blood is a necessity, if one InChickens will not scratch when tends to build up the
and
they are overfed nor when there is no market qualities of his flock.
feed in tbe litter. The idea is to keep
After mated, give your birds the
them scratching.
best sanitary conditions possible and
feeding
of poultry
The successful
keep the houses free from lice and
depends largely on the ability of the mites.
feeder to notice the condition of the
Great care should be exercised that
chickens on feed.
breeding stock, young chicks,
or
Tbe material from which eggshells eggs for batching, be secured from
are made is carbonate of lime, and flocks which are free from white
there are mr.ny forma In which this diarrhea infection.
may be furnished.
lime sifted or scattered
Vigor and health are necessary if over the dropping boards will assist
a hen is to lay right, and the only the cleaning process materially, and
way these can be gained Is through
also take up much of tbe dampness
proper care and feed.
from the droppings.
laying
not
these days
liens that are
Save the small potatoes and other
can be coaxed sometimes by feeding vegetables that would otherwise go
them a small amount of cut bone or to waste and feed them to he fowls.
fresh meat in some form.
They will help In keeping up the egg
A shed of poles covered with straw
yield in cold weather.
and open to the south will winter the
A scratching hen and opportunity to
geese nicely if provided with clean, get out in the sun in moderate weathbedding
to
from
time
time.
rresb
er are Important to the health and
A small flock of healthy hens, glveu
thrift of hens In winter, and consethe best of care and attention, will quently to winter egg production.
give ft yearly profit of Jl per heat
Room, exercise, food, warmth, kindafter paying for the food consumed.
ness, pure water ana a management
signs
thut indi- that will conduce to tbe comfort of the
There are several
cate good health a bright red comb, hene generally, will keep the egg basactivity, readiness for food, and a ket full in winter and make winter
glossy and smooth, appearance of the poultry growing profitable
feathers.

1
o

p In rolls of 108 squarelfeet complete with sine coated, galvanPel IS atll
ized nails, cement and Illustrated direction sheet. Made in 3 weights.

P"

or write us for samples and
Ask your dealer for
booklets, "Galvanite Qualities" and "The Inside of an Outside
Gal-va-nl- te

Proposition."
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Lewis' Single Binder cigar; sixteen years on the market and always

the same rich satisfying quality.

Reduce The Feed Bill Improve The Animals

do more work; Covysj ulve more and better Milk and
Horses and Mule row
Sheep
nVeuen; Hens lay mora egg, aud all aa
and Goats ake better
oa more tleab and fat, aud develop more rapidly aud
Hogs
Cattle
and
better bealtb

aud condition when fad on

Cottonseed Meal and Cottonseed Hulls
Ewea,
la

Hutter;
well aa
keep In

especially
Or Cursing StOOk, Mare, Cowa, Sowa Jf (Jorn.It
For Breedingvaluable.
Muck belter tuan Hay, far cheaper than
Write for free Booklet containing much valuable information to Feedera and .Hock
Uaiaera to

THE BUREAU OF PUBLICITY
Association
Interstate Cottonseed Crushers
80S Main Street, Dalle, Texee

IS THE PAIN THERE ?
in cookery dellRhta to overcome difficulties and "make do" with few tools
to work with. Did you ever see a
camper open a sack of flour, pour in
m

i.IKK
In
unent
brtiBlilna
clothes, and waahlna- crocked.
""" "xi'.plnj flnora a life which the
proud of the earth would have treated
a the dimt under
renta life nnnnt
at the clerk's desk;their
a life 'apent In the
narrow shop: a life' aprnt
In the labor-er- g
hut, may yet be a life ao enibled
by Ood'a loving mercy that for the sake
of It a king might gladly
yield hla
-.
crown.
p.rr-- r
-

ECONOMY

IN

LIVINa

In these days of high prices It U
well to remind ourselves that meat Is

an expensive luxury that can be cut
In two. We do not need so much meat
as we usually have served. A pound
of meat mixed with vegetables and
served as a stow will be as satisfying
as a fifty-cen- t
steak which is often
only half eaten and thrown out to the
dog or Into the garbage can.
We eat too much of proteld foods.
It has been often proven that
food eaten slowly will satisfy the appetite on a third less than
when It is hurriedly eaten. The
taxes tho bodily functions and
is not only wasted but depletes the
ystem to remove it.
For brain workers easily digested
food should be chosen; rice, fish, eggs
and custards are all good.
We want dishes that are good, wholesome and appetising, and they may be
prepared if thought and study is put
upon the subject, at a great saving of
the pocket book and no difference In
the attractiveness of the table.
Codfish a la Mode. Take a cup of
shredded codfish, two cups of mashed
potatoes, a pint of milk and two eggs
well beaten, a half cup of butter, pepper and salt; mix well and bake in a
buttered baking diBh twenty minutes.
Mountain Dew, Take a cup of
cracker crumbB rolled fine, the yolks
of three eggs and half a cup of sugar,
Juice and rind of a lemon, three cups
of milk, and bake twenty mlnnteB.
Beat the whites and put over the top
for frosting.
A
kitchen with all
theconvenienccs for housekeeping is
a great pleasure, but we must never
get so wedded to it that in an emergency we can not get good results
with poor, or no tools at all.
d

over-amou-

Then Your Kidneys May Be Weak and in
Need of Quick Attention

Backache is enough cause to suspect the kidneys. The
kidneys are in the small of the back. Congested kidneys swell
and throb. The back naturally aches. It hurts to bend or
stoop or to sit down.
Kidney trouble may come on all unnoticed. A cold, ' a
chill, a fever, a strain or irregular habits may start it
While
sick kidneys can be cured in the beginning, it is a serious
matter when dropsy, gravel or Bright s disease sets in.
Doan's Kidney Pills have made a reputation in the cure of
backache, and kidney and bladder ills The best proof is the
testimony of the users. Here are two typical testimonials.
Thirty thousand others are being published in the newspapers.
A postage stamp will bring you reports of cases nearer home.
If you suspect your kidneys, get the
kidney remedy

"Every Picture

Telia a Story"

the water, add the salt, soda or baking powder, stir up the dough with
.
a wooden paddle made with a
and bake the dough before the
fire with never a dish or utensil to
use In its making? When we are
roughing It. it is what we can do without and rrmke leas bagfrnge that Is the
main thought.
The manufacturer Is constantly on
the watch to see where time and material as well as the energy of his
workmen may be saved. When our
housekeepers put thought and planning on their work, saving steps for
themselves and their employes, we
will have lesB servant problems to
solve.
To make short cuts In housekeeping doesn't mean that work Is slighted or half done. Housekeeping Is a
business, a profession, and women
are too prone to follow the ways of
their mothers before them, hence the
condition
disordered,
unsystematic
prevails.
In the business of housekeeping it
is lust as true that the greatest efficiency Is the result of scientific management as In any other line of work.
One of the first things that a housewife who directs others has to learn.
Is how and what has to be done, and
the time it takes for a person of ordinary ability to do it.
The unreasonable demands of some
mistresses, who expect and demand
the impossible, are legion. A skilled
worker can, and does, accomplish
much more in a given time than one
who puts no thought into her work.
But skilled workers are scarce and
many are in training in our homes.
The arrangement of the utensils
used In cooking within the easiest
possible reach, the saving of Bteps by
using a tray to remove and carry in
dishes and food to androm the table.
In these as well as many others
with a little study one may see many
Jack-kntfe-

ed

MR8.

MARY I. REMINGTON.

A Resident of Gilroy,

BR.

SHELDON

SMITH.

Prop. Arlington House, Woodland, Cal.

Cal.

Cured of Serious Case at a Critical Period.
"I suffered bo severely from pain
nnd soreness over my kidneys," says
Mrs. Remington, "that it was a tnsk
for me to turn in bed. My kidneys
acted very freely but
were resecretions
tarded and scalded in
passage. I was weak
and much rue down.
"After taking other remedies without
benefit, I began using
Doan's Kidney Pills
and was completely
cured. I was going
through the critical period of a woman's life at the time, and after using
Doan's Kidney Pills there was a miraculous change for the better In my
health."

Cured of Serious Case and Feels Like
a Boy, Despite His 76 Years.
"Three years ago I was almost
helpless," Bald Mr. Smith, "Kidney secretions scalded terribly and obliged
me to
arise ten
to twelve) times a
night. My left limb
became bo stiff and
sore I could hardly
walk just
hobbled
around with a cane.
"I had almost every
complaint
that dis
eased kidneys produce and Doan's Kidney Pills cured them
all. At tho age of 76 I feel like a boy,
and enjoy health and comfort.
Can
anyone wonder at my gratltudeT"

DOAN'S KIDNEY PILLS

SOLD AT ALL STORES.

short-cut-

50

CENTS A BOX.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

COMPANY, BUFFALO, N. Y.

N

d

common problem, yours.
mine, everyone's.
la, not to fancy what were fair In life.
Provided It could be. but finding first
What may be, then find how to make It
HK

fair

Up to our means.

Robert Browning.

HELPFUL HINTS.
Food experts tell us that uncooked
sour kraut is a splendid broom for the
alimentary canal, as it chases away
the decay microbes. Butter milk and
sour milk are both valuable
as
cleansers for the system.
When roses or other cut flowers are
"to be kept an excellent way Is to put
the stems Into cold water in a deep
bedroom pitcher, wrap the stems and
newspaper.
flowers with dampened
Keeping the air from the flowers la
the real secret and having them
damp and cool.
Boiled mutton is improved by the
addition of an onion and a teaspoon-fu- l
of Worcestershire sauce.
To
Oilcloth. Dissolve
Renovate
carefully, as it Is highly inflammable,
one and a fourth ounces of parafine
In a pint of turpentine by gentle heat.
Apply while warm with a flannel to
oilcloth or linoleum. Let it remain
twenty-fou- r
hours and then polish
with a flannel. Use this preparation
Bpring and fall and double the life
of the floor covering.
Kerosene put on with a flannel
cloth Is an excellent cleanser for oilcloth.
In cooking vegetables of all kinds,
a wire frying basket is i great convenience, as the vegetables may be removed quickly and dried out, or If
the water does not boil away they
have a little time before scorching to
be discovered.
A pair of sheet iron baking sheets
are a boon to the busy housewife.
Have the sldr bent, making a very
shallow pan and making a place to
take hold of in handling. If the sheets
are made the size of the oven, a
whole row of cookies may be baked
with one oven beat. This is an Important item when using gas.
A tableupoonful of flour will ak
the place of egg In a meat loaf wheu
eggs are too high to -- e used lavishly.

WOMEN'S

YEAR RIGHTS

In Scotland Years Ago They Were
as Real, and Well Defined by Law.

M

DON'T know which ever Is
worst, to see the beautiful
times that there are In the world and
not be In 'em, or to see people that might
be In 'em and ain't.
Mrs. A. D. Whitney.

A most wholesome dessert and one
is

that is not expensive

Reo-ognlz-

Rhubarb and Raisin Pudding. Cut
pieces
a pint of rhubarb in half-incand sprinkle with a cup of Bugar. Let
stand an hour or more with a cup of
chopped raisins, then add a pint of expressly conferred on womankind the
breadcrumbs and two tablespoonfuls right to propose marriage In leap year.
of melted butter. Put in layers into Here Is the law, just as It was written
a buttered baking dish, cover for the the parliamentary records:
first half hour. Serve with liquid
"Ordonlt that during ye reign of her
sauce or cream.
malst blessed Maiestle, ilka maiden,
A little grated cheese with chopped ladee of balth high and lowe estalt,
onion and French dressing makes a shale hae llberUe to speak ye man she
new and delicious filling for
likes, Qlf he refuses to tak hlr to bee
his wyf, he shale bee mulct In ye sum
Jelly. Cook of ane hundridtr pundes, or less, as
Lemon
Prunes in
prunet; until soft, take out the stones his estalt may bee, except and alwals
without breaking them; add half a glf he can make it appeare that he is
cup of figs or half the quantity used betKothlt to another woman, then he
of prunes, and put into a mold. Pour shale be free."
over lemon Jelly and set away to
mold.
Serve with whipped cream.
A Beautiful Decline.
Vegetable and Peanut Soup. Cut in
Ollle James, the giganUc and genial
potacongressman and senator-elec- t
small pieces two medlum-sizi- j
from
toes, one large carrot and two stalks Kentucky, was in conversation
the
of celery, one large tomato and cook other day with a Washingtonlan when
In salted water with a bunch of soup the latter made certain inquiries with
herbs. When the vegetables are tenreference to a mutual friend whom he
der, put through a sieve. If desired, hail not seen for a number of years.
and add two tablespoonfulB of pea"And how does Col. Prescott spend
nut butter which has been softened hie declining years?" he asked.
in a little hot water. There should
"Beautifully, sir; beautifully!" anbe enough liquid to serve four.
swered James. "He has a fine farm,
Beet and Cheese Salad. Make cotsir. A Btrlng of trotters, sir. And a
tage cheese Into balls and stick a walbarrel of whisky 16 years old and a
nut meat on each side. Slice small wife of the same age, sir!"
cooked beets and put two cheese
balls and three slices of beets on each
Vivid Imagination.
lettuce leaf or nest. Keep on lee un"Dufflns says a pill looks as large
dresstil ready to serve. Add French
to him as a golf ball."
ing Just before serving.
"That being the case, I don't see
For those who object to pastry, a how he ever manages to eat green
Butter
be
welcome.
will
pie
crustless
peas."
a deep pie plate with plenty of butter, then dust over a coating of flour,
ONLY ONE "BROICO QlTIiriNs?."
for
UKOMO yLININK.
That la LAXJk'l'lVH W
pour in the pie filling, pumpkin, cusURUTi. Used the World
the signature nr 8.
as
bake
desired,
and
any
kind
tard or
evef to Cure a Cold In On Day. H6o.
usual.
He who reigns within himself and
rules passions, desires and fears is
more than a king. Milton.
h

j

land-wiche-

Cheap Wines of Tuscany.
The best Italian wines in Tuscany
sell wholesale at about eight cents
quart.

COMMON FORM OF CRUELTY.

Ancient, Indeed, are the prerogatives
that are accorded to women In leap
year. They are so old that none can
tell Jut how or when they originated.
However, the ancient Scottish parliament gives us a date as well as a law
upon which to hang the right ot women to take the lnitlaUve In leap year,
as convenUon forbids them to do In
other years.
In the year 1228 this body passed a
law which, In its quaint old English,

MISCELLANEOUS DISHES.

Mice in Queer Nest.
When an old gas main was being
taken out at Sunderland (Scotland)
recently, a mouse was seen to run out
at the end of the pipe. The pipe was
then broken up, and In the interior
was found a nest containing six young
mice. How the animals could exist
in a pipe which had gas passing
through it is regarded as remarkable,
doeth little kindnesses.
but the fact that there was a fractuia
Ich moat leave uu3 m
or In the pipe may In some degree exdespise;
mystery.
For naught which sets one heart at plain the
eaae
It 8eemed So.
And glveth happlneaa or peace,
in bar eyea.
la
Wife I left that child In your care
-- J. It. LowelL
and look at it! What has it been crying about T
EMERGENCY SHORTCUTS.
Husband About 10 hours! I think.

The modern kitchen, with Its
equipment U the pride of every
home-make-r
who Is fortunate enough
to possess one; but the real genius

LEAP

Mrs. Wrnslow's rVothme Syrup for Children
teethlDg, aofteua the fruoiR, reduces Inflammation, allay a pain, curea wind colic Uto a bot.ll

It Isn't difficult for a man to see his
affinity in a woman with an obese
bank account.

Elegant Language.
"A poet speaks of himself as a
'blind voyager across the bitter
seas.' "
"Perhaps an overindulgence In fancy
food has given him an acute sensation of mal de mer."
Fairy Story.
"They married and lived happily
Bessie
he claimed his wife ever after."
pinched him severely whenever she
"You forget that you are talking
asked him for money.
about two people on the stage."
Bert Well, he needn't flatter himself that he Is the only man who has
been pinched for money.
Yes,

Curious Mind,
"You are squalnted with Digsforth,
I believe?"
"Oh, yes."
"He likes to be well Informed concerning matters that very few people know anything about."
"For instance?"
"He is familiar with the achievements of all the American Immortals
whose names appear on the revised
A

list"

The Reason.
"This purse Is real alligator skin."
"I suppose that is why it has such
snap."
Always hold fast to love; we win
by for-

by tenderness and conquer
giveness. F. W. Robertson.

THE NEW FRENCH REMEDY. Jlo..No.2.No.Si

THERAPION

SI ri'l.SS. CURRH FILM). KIDNKY. RLADDKR IMS.
I
II K It SIS
F.ASK3, CHRONIC Cl.CKRS, SKIN ERUPTIONS
for FRKF. honVM ta Dr. I.. Cl.rth
a1drr.t
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KERNELS OF

FERTILE SEEDS

lor

1

OU

IOOO Celery
7 BO Lettuce
1 00 Parsley
7S0 Onion
BOO Cabbage
Radish
1000
1 00 Tomato
1000 Carrot
1 0O Melon
ITSOTurnlr)
1 700 Brilliant Flower Seeds. Maoris
Anyone of these packages la worth
mo price we s.K lor ine wnoia
10,000
kernels. It Is merely our
wayot letting you lest our seed-proto you how mighty vcd
they are.
Send IS rents In itnmn. iet.Aav mnA
Wfi Will send you this great collection ol seeds
by return mall. We'll also mall you free our
great 1111 catalog It you ask lor It all postpaid.
JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO.
00 Seuth Eighth Street
La Creese, Wis.
1

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

Do You Feel

PS

CENT
SEED
SALE

12.

This Way?

Do you feel all tired out p Do you sometimes
think vou just can't work awav at vour Drofes- or trade any longer p Do you have a poor
at nights unable to, sleep P Are
t'te' and lay
VSZ
your nerves all gone, and your stomach too P He am- DBPSISI
WA
hitinn to fortfe ahead in the, wnrlH
vnn 9 If ar, vr.,.
might as well put a stop to your misery. Yn can do it if
you will.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will
MBHjS
I
M make you a different individual. It will aet your lazy liver
to work' '( wi" (et things right in your stomach, and
MBS
91 Vour appetite will come back. It will purify your blood.
Jsffifjjl
If there is any tendency in your family toward consumption.
8230 I
it will keep that dread destroyer away. Even after
has almost gained a foothold in the form of a
lingering cough, bronchitis, or bleeding at the lungs, it will bring about a
euro in 98 per cent, of ail cases. It is a remedy prepared by Dr. R. V. Pierce,
of Buffalo, N. Y., whose advice is then frtt to all who wish to write him. His
great success has come from his wide experience and varied practice.
g
Don't be wheedled by a
dealer into Inking inferior substitutes for Dr. Pierce's medicines, recommended to be "just as good." Dr.
op
known composition. Their every ingredient printed
Pierce's medicines are
oa their wrappers. Made from roots without alcohol. Contain no
drugs. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
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penny-grabbin-

habit-formi-

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

colors all fibers They dye irr cold water better thsn any other dye. You can
Color more aooda brighter and faster colors than any other dye. One 10c isckage
dye any garment withoutjipping apart. Write for free booklet Hew to Dye. Bleach and Mix Colors. MONBOE DRUG COMPANY, Qulncy, 111.

Blissful Ignorance.
"Have you seen Joe lately?"
"Why, yes; I saw the old chap yesterday. And, what do you think?
he's going to be married!"
"Can It be possible? To whom?"
"He's going to marry Mary Merrie."
"What! Why, I didn't know they
knew each other."
"They don't. That's why they're going to be married."

Hard to Find.
"Here are some verses entitled,
Garfield Tea. taken reaulsrly, will correct 'The Road to Arcady.' "
both liver and kidney disorders.
"Pshaw! Almost any poet can tell
When a man does things he hasn't the way to Arcady, but none of them
ever gets there."
much time to talk about them.
An oculist can do nothing for a man
who is blind to his own Interests.

Probably the Truth.
The druggist in a small town died,
and his widow continued the business.
A month later she arranged the window display so that It was very attractive. That week the town paper
contained thio item of news:
"Mr. Arthur Edwards, a prominent
druggist of HigginBville, took In the
sights of our city yesterday. He was
very much Interested In our druggist's attracUve widow."

If love Is really blind how Is it that
love can always find a way?

W. L. DOUGLAS
SHOES

2.25 2.50 $3.00 $3.50 MOO & 5.00
For MEN, WOMENOK and BOYS
QUALITY
THE STAND RD
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED SHOES
give YV.L. Douglas shoes a trial. W. L.
Douglas name stamped on a shoe guarantees superior quality and more value
for the money than other makes. His
name and price stamped on the bottom
protects the wearer against high prices
and inferior shoes. Insist upon having
the genuine W. L. Douglas shoes. Take
no substitute.
If roar dealer cannot stipple W.l.Donglaa
Hlioeesent
W.I.Ioualas, Broc kton, Maes for
shoes, write
eerj wkere deilierj ckarsea oreuaid.

,

Jfoee Cmtvr JCyeeeeei MsesL

Beoauae of Utoae ugly, crluly. sray halre. Use "LA CREOLE" HAIR DRESSING.

PRICE, SI.OO, retail.

can be depended upon."
Capt. Blumlein responded with
a short address of appreciation
in which he thanked his men for
W. J. CURREN. Fmtor
assuring them
their
A. L. CURREN.
and the inspecting officer that
the good standing of Company
K was possible only by reason
TERMS OF SPBSCRIPTION
of
the faithfulness of the boys
$1.00
One Year
who
50
make up the local post.
Six Months
Following is the enrollment on
the
date of inspection, Apr. 1st,
Interested in Sunshine State

The Clovis News

(

1912:

That the many people in ev- Capt. V. 0. Rlumlein
ery section of the country and
1st Lt. .). T. Dearborn
Mexico are interested in the 2nd Lt. E. J. Hoering
Sunshine State ll indicated by 1 . 1 st Sgt Perry K eo w n
Hip fact that the weekly bulletin
2. QtrM. Sgt. Bailey House
of the New Mexico bureau of & Sgt. Earl Forbes
Immigration in the last issue 4.
" Chas. Bieler
contained the names and addres- - 5.
" Jake Noble
ses of nearly 400 people who are 6.
" Amos Williams
anxious for literature and other
Corpl.
Myron Forbes
descriptive matter of the oppor
"
.lames Bishop
tunities and resources to be
"
Obert Miller
found in this state. The names
CO. Forbes
of
contained in the bulletin are
Billingsly
Claude
people rosidinpr in other sections
" W. A. Singleton
who have written to the bureau
Musch. Otto Forbes
.
of immigration for literature.
J. S. Fitzhugh
Like other states. New Mexico
Cook. W. Herrin
has established this bureau for
the purpose furnishing inform- 1. Pvt. Fent, C. A.
" Montgomery, R. (
ation to the outsiders with the 2.
"
Cloys, Cherry
idea that it will assist in attract- 3.
" Duke, Nash
ing people to the Sunshine state. 4.
" Wilmon, O.
Thousands of inquiries are re- 5.
" Wilmon, D. E.
by
6.
ceived from month to month
"
Baker, C. C.
this bureau, the inquiries com- 7.
" Dixon. R. C.
ing from people in every state 8.
" Hatch, R. G.
of the union and from Mexico, 9.
"
Tolly, James
all asking for information about 10.
the state. Some inquire as to 11. " Odom, Wortham
the opportunities for farming, 12. " Baldwin, R. A.
others for minin;?, others for 13 " Blahut, Henry
manufacturing, others want in- 14. " Ellis, Charles
formation about.the free home- 15. " Baker, E. J.
stead lands and many similar 16. " Long. William
questions are asked in the com- 17. " Monroe, A. H.
munications. All of these are 18. " Sanders, F.
answered by the bureau and as 19. " Millsap, Reuben
ad" McBee, Harvey
20.
a result New Mexico is being
" Powers, Larry
entire
throughout
the
21.
vertised
" Beck, James
22.
country.
"
the
that
good
work
Long, Forrest
23.
the
While
"
been
has
immigration
24.
R. E.
Munson.
of
bureau
"
Mayo, Herbert
,l,ii.u.- s eeneially Known apu 25.
appreciated by the people of the 26. " Dyche, Albert
stare many people are ignorant 27. " Meacham, J.
Grigsby, L. F.
of the thousands of inquiries that 28. "
'
to
,
S. G.
29.
Grigsby,
are received fr.om.month
hun"
nearly
four
Pipkin.
30.
With
Sheldon
month.
Griffith. D. S.
dred names and addresses in the 31. '
last weekly issue of the bureau's 32. " Towery, Roy
bulletin it would indicate that 33. " Sharpenstein, C. C
more than 1.000 people in other 34. " Steele. George
Horidisky, Jake
sections of the world make in- 85. "
quiries every month about the 36. " Hymer, G. W.
" West, Chas.
37.
sunshine state.
" Hoysington, Floyd
38.
3 Officers, 6 Sergeants, 6 CorCompany K. Inspected
porals,
2 Musicians, 1 C ook and
A.
W.
Monday night, Capt.
38
Privates.
Total 56.
of
Infantry
Nelson of the 24th
the United States Army was
here to officially inspect the lo- Odd f ellows to Celebrate.
cal militia. The boys madp a
The Clovis Odd Fellows lodge
line showing. Forty four men
is
making preparations for the
were present for the inspection
meeting
here of the Roosevelt-Curr- y
and it is a pity that all the availcounty Odd Fellow's Asable standing room of the Armory was not taken by interested sociation, April 26. Preparations
citizens of Clovis. In his official are being made lor 200 truosfs
Address, Capt. Nelson said in The local lodge has contracted
part: "The regular army is so with the Woman's Missionary
small that we must depend on Society of the Methodist church
the militia for all emergencies. for dinner and supper for a00
It it our aim to do everything persons. The association this
possible for our militia boys, for year will meet on the
date of
we never know when we will the organization of the Indepen
need you badly. Three things dent Order of Odd Fellowe. and
are absolutely necessary to good the meeting will be both a cele
soldiery: First, discipline, Sec- bration occasion and a business
ond, military courtesy, aud Third session. Arrangements
have
Esprit de Corps. Where these been made for the whole local
are faithfully observed, efficient lodge to meet the morning trains
work is the result. I like the which arrive the same hour, and
way Company K. executes. You the fraturnity headed by
a brass
do your work with snap and en- band, will form a procession up
thusiasm. You seem to under- Main Street to the Lodge hall.
stand what you are here for and Dinner will be the first item on
every man executes as though the program After dining,
the
he meant business. I must say procession will reform
and profor your encouragement that ceed to the First Methodist
you have the best turn out here church where
the following proof any Company I have inspect- gram will be rendered:
ed this season. You also have
Singing the opening ode.
the best kept quarters, the best
Prayer, Rev. Wm. West, Elida.
equipment and arms of any
Opening exercises from book
Company in so far inspected in of forms.
the state. We are not anticipaAddress of welcome to Odd
ting any trouble with foreign Fellows, Judge R. E. Rowell.
of
powers, but if an emergency Clovis.
should arise I feel confident you Address of welcome to Rebec
.

cas, Mrs. R, W. Pryor.
Response to welcome address
for visiting Odd Fellows. Judge
James A. Hall, Elida.
Response to welcome address
for visiting Rebeccas, Mrs. S. F.
Culbertaon, Portales.
Special music
Address, "Odd Fellowship,"
Grand Master of the state, W.
M. Twigg. Portales.
Paper, "The Work of the Rebeccas," Mrs. Maude Smith,
Special music.
Reading. Miss Veda Bills.
The procession will then reform from the church ahd proceed back to the hall for the
business session of the association. Supper will then be served
and after supper the work of
the degrees will be exemplified.

Another New Railroad
From a proas report, it is un
derstood that the Altus, Lubbock, Roswell and El Paso Railway Co., is to begin construction soon. The dispatch reads.
"Judge J. M. Elliott, attorney
here for the Altus, Lubbock,
Roswell and El Paso railroad,
says that construction work on
the line between Memphis and
Lubbock will begin on May 15,
next, is not being definitely determined yet, however, whether
work will begin here or at Lubbock this matter awaiting the
decision of officials of the con
cerned road who are expected to
arrive in Memphis from Chicago
some time this week.
"The controlling Ed Kennedy
and the Texas Construction Co.,
interests of this road have recently been taken over by what
is known as the West Syndicate
a group of millionaires with
headquarters in Houston, Texas.
"W. W. West, the active
member and agent of the syndi
cate, has been in Chicago for
some time past arranging for
construction finances and will be
one of the officials arriving here
this week.
"The distance between Lubbock and Memphis id one hundred and thirty-tw- o
miles, and
will have rails in Hall, Brisco,
Hale and Lubbock counties.
"As far as definitely planned,
the road will pass through or
near Longview, Hall county,
thru Petersburg, Hale county,
and thence to Lubbock.
The line between Memphis
and Lubbock is expected to be
in full operation
within two
years from the 15th of next May
the date of commencement of
construction work.
' 'No information is
obtainable
in regard to extension from
either Memphis or Lubbock and
it is probable that such extensions will not be actively formulated until the operating con
struction of the line between
Memphis and Lubbock. There
will be a five hundred foot tunnel on the route in the Cap rock
region near Turkey the road
engineers reporting that this
tunnel will cost less than would
a sixty-eigfoot cut, which
would otherwise be necessary,
the tunnel having the additional
advantage of insuring the line
against snow blockade."
While this railroad will not
touch Clovis. still we are interested as it means an expenditure
of a good sum of money in the
state and will make railroad facilities better here.

Trinidad, Colo., March
were signed tonight
by McCabe & Steen, railroad
contractors, to build 380 miles
of railroad in New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas, including 80
miles from Dodge City, Kansas,
to connect with the New Mexico,
Oklahoma and Golf route at Been, N. M and cost $2,000,000.
acts

CLOVIS FEED AND
GROCERY STORE

Texico National Bank of
Texico.New Mexico,
- Plaintiff,
vs.
P. R. Rose. R. E. Mad- dux, J. F. Deats. J,

Hundley, C. C. Jones

Will sell you Guaranteed High
Patent Flour for $2.80 per 1001b.
All feed in same proport'on. We
pay highest market prices for
Chickens and Eggs. Phone us
your orders. We meet all competition on same quality of goods.
Will appreciate a portion of your
patronage. Prompt delivery.

no. 430

It

&

A. D. Huff,

Defendants,

i

To the defendant, J. M. Hundley:
You are hereby notified that
an action han been commenced
against you in the District Court
of Curry County, New Mexico,

wherein the Texico National
Bank of Texico, Nt w fexico,
and P. R. Rose, R. K.
Maddux, J. F. Deats. J. M.
Hundley. C. C. Jones & A. D.
Huff, are defendants and Numbered 430 on the Docket of C
Court. You are further notified
that the general objects of
action and the nature of Plaintiff's demand is an action
promissory note and to rec vor
a judgment on .he same arid
that that the amount of Plaintiff's demand is $350.00, and interest on same at twelve per
cent per annum from Jul 21,191
You are further notified that the
following property of yours lias
been attached in this cause to
satisfy said demand of Plaintiff:
t,
8W
of Section 27, T.
2 N R. 37 E. in Curry County,
New Mexico.
iou are further notified that
if you fail to appear or plea 1 in
this cause on or before the 18th
day of May, 1912, judgement by
default will be entered against
you, andjudgment in this cause
will be rendered againstv you
and the above said property sold
to satisfy the same.
W. A. Havener is attorney for
the Plaintiff and his post office
business address is Clovis, New
to-wi-

1--

TELEPHONE NO.

BELJ. TELEPHONE

The Mountain

i
anoes made to order,
$5 up.
rtccui,iu nanu uuoes on nana.
Oil

..ci.ry

Telegraph Co.

The Old Cow BcJ
Bootmaker

Boots $12 up. Also a good lot
All work guaranteed.

vursi

vein

218

South Ma

The Magic City Furniture
Undertaking Company

Notice For Publication in the
District Court of Curry
County New Mexico
First National Bank of

Funeral Directors and Embalmers
Fine Ambulance

Clovis,

Plaintiff,
Irwin,

&

Hard Times Prices

Seal

Spurlock and Bell

States Telephone

warn

In Witness Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed
the seal of said Court, this 26th
day of March, 1912.
A. L. Await,
Clerk of the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico.
By W. C. Zerwer, Deputy.

C. Z.

431

-

south the possibilities for a conversation with friends and business associates at a distance aty
endless if you have a

4

vs.

-

To the east, the west, nort UL

Mexico.

Day Phone

no. 455

2

1 1

Night Phohe

231

Defendant.

To the Defendant Bell Irwin You are hereby notified that

THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOi

an action has been commenced

against you in the District Court

of Curry County. New Mexico.
wherein the First National Bank
of Clovis, New Mexico, is Plain
tiff and C. Z. Spurlock and Bel
Irwin are defendants, and Num
bered 455 on the docket of sai
Court. You are further notiliec
that the gereral objects of sail
action and the nature of Plain
tiff's demand is an action on ;
promissory note and to reeovi
a judgment on the same, aiu
that the amount of Plaintiff'
demand is $106.00 and Intere
on same at the rate of twelve
per cent per annum from September 24, 1911. You are further notified that the follow
property of yours has been attached in this cause to satis!'
said demand of plaintiff;
SW
of Section 15, T. 3 N.
R. 35 E, in Curry County, N t,y

ht

Railroad Extension in
New Mexico Planned

Notice of Publication in the
District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico

C. E. JUSTUS Proprietor

I

First Class Work.
iiih Main St.

PRCFESC IONAL

i

4

,

1LLIAMS
a

fice and business address is
vis, New Mexico.

of-

Clo-

In Witness Whereof, 1 have
hereunto set my hand and ai
fixed the seal of said Court, this
the 26th day of March, 1912.
A. L. Await,
Clwrk of the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico.
By W. C. Zerwer, Deputy.
Seal

Office Opposite

Antlers
Phone 53.

--

:

New iMex.

FRANK R. GRANT
ATTOIiNEY-AT-LA-

Practice in All Courts
uul Gontest Cases Given Special Attention.
Office with J. S. Fitzhugh.

Mexico.
You are further notified that
if you fail to appear or plead in
this cause on or before 18th day
of May, 1912, judgement by de
fault will be entered against you
J.
and judgment in this cauee will
be rendered against you and the
above said property sold to sat
isfy the same.
Office
W. A. Havener is attorney for

the Plaintiff and and his post

L. A. DICKMAN, M

J.

Physician and Surgeon

to-wi- t,

1--

Hot and Cold iaths

B. WESTERFIELD

1

fi$te

Fit Glasses.

DR. W. G. DRAKE
PHYSICIAN

AND SURGEON

Phone lf,4
Office over Skidmore Drug Store

Dr. P. Worley
114 N. Main

Street

Res. Phone 271. Office Phone!

...PHYSICIAN...

lbt North of First National Bank.

I'll Sell Your Farm

Phones Office 153, Residence 269

Would like a list of several
good cheap farms within from
five to ten miles of Clovis. Am
Dr. D. D. Swearingin
buy- expecting a number f Is
Physician & Surgeon.
ers from the eatt in g few days
barmake a specialty of diseases and want a list of thte b t
gains
in
land.
ie eye. ear nose and throat
W. L. Mansfield, M
fitting glasses,
ieo Bid., opposite postoffice.
Mansfield-ClaibornCo.
:e phone 173
Res. 192.
Clovis, N. M.
g

ICIMSIME MBl SALE
Many people have availed themselves of the opportunities offered them to buy good
goods at cheap prices at the opening of our sale. While many articles in our stock
have been sold there are plenty of good things left. Space does not permit us to
mention only a few, but if you will call at our store we show you plenty of bargains.
Fireless Cookers
Above

.

Vmnmicn
JUHVIIIIiKj

tn
VII

fiinl
i.i.

trfinr
Ulll
T

hying a fireless cooker.

Hill

'

We have

Refrigerators
Hot weather will soon
come in and get one of
erators while you can
cheap.
$7.50 Ice Chests
12.50

only a few of them worth $12.50,

:hat are going at $9.00

11.50
12.50
15.00
17.50
20.60

Gasoline Stoves
We have only a few in stock but
we can save you money while they
last.

be here so
our refrig-

get them

1

-

$5.25
"
9.00
Refrigators
8.00
"
9.00
"
11.00
Automatic Refrigiators 12.75
"
"
v
15.00

Burner Gasoline Stoves

$.85
2.45
j 50

2
3

2

"

Ranges

3

18.00

20.50

-

"Oil Stoves for $6.75 and
$7.50. All kinds of Cook Stoves
and Ranges for less than cost.
2

ALWAYS
A

INSURES

Ice Cream Freezers
We have a large stock to select
from and are selh'ng them at

freeze out prices.
1

2
8
4
6

quart size $1.75 values for $1.15
"
"
"
" 1.45
25
"

"

"
"
"

2.50
3.00
4.00

"

"
'

"
"

1.75
2.00
2.50

LOW

TEMPERATURE

PFILE HARDWARE

Look For This Space Next Week

CO.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

ft
Local Notes
Jewell Kimberlin made a business trip to Portales Wednesday.

Want Good Hardware?
Go to

Milleren-Buchana- n.

Mrs. C. M. Iden

E. R. Gamble of Texico was a
Arthur C. Dunn of Grady
Monday of tuberculosis and
died
court visitor this week.
his body was shipped the folMrs. L. C. Mersfelder return- lowing day from here to his old
ed Wednesday from a visit with home at Dawson Springs. Kentucky, for burial. The remains
friends at Artesia.
were accompanied by his mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Heck leave
Mrs. Thomason, and his half-sistthis week for Jackson,
Miss Maggie Thomason.
where Fred has accepted
See our nice line of framed
a position with the Lamb Piano
pictures, noting to equal it
Company.
er

Ten-nese-

entertained

the Bridge club yesterday

e,

Things Which Indicate
,hmh,
ktlce)

Rev. F. F. Grim the acting
pastor of the Christian church
made a visit to Portales Wednesday in the interest of church

matters.

saloon.

Watch for E. E. Peoples
Co. Big Opening.

).
Most pronouncedly the ability and dispo-

:ore

sition of a Bank to be of service, are;
courtesy, willingness, promptness, and
All of these
reasonable exactions.
qualifications the growing customer ap"Speaking for ourselves."
preciates.
We do not jeopardise your interests
by political indulgence

and we have
never found it necessary to go outside
of the Banking Business to make
148

Six auto loads of Odd Fellows
went from here to Texico, Saturday night to assist the Texico
Lodge with some special work.
The following were in the crowd :
A. J. Wilson, P. A. Lashear, C.
V. Steed, C. R. Daniel. B. D.
Oldham, Sam Grigsby, A. L.
Gurley, Jno. F. McCollum, Dr.
P. Worley, L. T. Grigsby, R. W.
Pryor, H. F. McCollum, Bert
Curless, W. F. Kubler, Ben
Christay?, W. H. Taylor, John
Lett, L. E. Tripp, Rev. C. A.
Clark. Jim Kent, G. B. West,
and W. K. Pegg. The Texico
boys furnished royal entertainment, and most of the company
did not return until the wee
small hours.

Incubators & Poultry Superal
rom
Am

baf- -

M.

The Glovis

National

"The Bank That Accommodates"

Bank

plies at Milleren-Buchana- n
Hdw. Co.
The District court in and for
Curry county entered upon its
third week, Monday morning:,
at 9 o'clock with Judge Colin
Neslitt of Silver City special
Judge, presiding. Judge Abbot

Store--Millere-

The fire was thought to
have been extinguished the first
time but later broke out again.
The damage was but slight as
no goods were in the warehouse;
at the time of the fire. The
building was damaged at approx
imately. $100. 00 and it could not
be ascertained whether any insurance was carried on the building or not. This is the first blaze
in Clovis for more than three
months.

Garden tools?

at

Milleren-Buchan-

an

New stock

Hdw.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Brown returned from Roswell where they
have been visiting for the past
six weeks.

Headquarters for China
Ware, Kitchen Supplies, etc.,
Hdw.
at
Milleren-Buchana-

n

Co.
Mrs. L. A. Moss returned from
waco, Texas, where she has been

at the bedside of her daughter
who has been ill.

For stoves, see

Milliren-Buchana-

Hdw. Co.

Co.

we acknowledge a pleasant
Miss Anna Grigsby left Wed- call this week from our genial
nesday for Roswell to attend the
and progressive
Presbytery.
booster, Ralph Vandrwart. Mr.
the
Remember new goods are Vanderwart was one of Clomen of
prominent
business
arriving daily at E. E. Peo- vis and for several years, Vanples Co.
derwart Bros, conducted one of
Dr. Smith was given judg- the leading stores in Clovis.
ment for $230.00, Tuesday in the Ralph is now buying wool and
District court, against Mr. weis-bro- just completed a trip over the
as a result of a suit on ac- state. He reports a big fire at
d,

The suit was for about
$500.00 and grew out of a misunderstanding between the gentlemen as to the fee the doctor
should receive for an operation
on Mr. weisbrod for appendicitis.
count.

wart left for Roswell, Wednesday, which place he

iow

calls

home.

Special Attraction at the
Lyceum Friday and Saturday night. Don't miss it.
Clovis was thrown into great
Special excitement, Sunday, morning
when it was discovered that four

Cooking Utensils,
Every man's suit in the values at Milliren-Buchana- n
house goes at cost during Hdw. Co.
this Mistake Sale at E. E.
will Miller left this week for
Peoeles Co.
the country where he will erect
The fire department was called a dwelling for Vernon Tate.
out twice Saturday afternoon to
The Reliable Hardware
the same building, a warehouse
n
& Buchanan.
at the rear of the Commercial

this side of Kansas City.
Clovis Furniture Co.

If The

Testimony disclosed the fact that
Mr. weisbroad tendered the Doctor $225.09 being what he contended was a reasonable fee, but
he declined to pay as much as
$500.00 and the Doctor declined
to accept the $225.00 tendered,
hence the suit.

of Santa Fe presided over the
first two weeks of the term and
gave splendid satisfaction, making many friends among both
Attorneys and jurors but the duties of his own district called
him away Saturday noon and
Judge Neblitt was sent to finish
out the term.

Clayton, last week, which consumed a half block of small
buildings. In c u d e d
frame
among those destroyed were O.
T. Tombs law office and the El
Fenix newspaper. Mr. Vander
1

business houses had been burg
larized the night before. Har
vey & Morris retail and whole
sale grocery was entered by
breaking lock on one of the rear
windows $5.60 was taken from
the store. The managers were
not certain, Monday morning,
what had been taken.
The
'Smoke house' pool hall was entered from the rear and money
and goods taken to the amount
of more than $30. The Central
Meat Market was entered by the
back door with a pass key and
the cash drawer robbed of its
contents, amounting to $8.30.
Nothing else was disturbed here
and when the burglars left they
locked the door hy which they
had entered. The other house
entered was the Clovis Barber
Shop, owned by ( 'has. K. Justin.
The lock was pushed off the
back door which entered the
furnace room but another heavy
door between this and the front
part of the shop prevented the
burglars from entering the front
of the shop where the money
was kept. Nothing of value has
been missed from this place.
One man was arrested, Sunday,
on suspicion, but after being
held two or three hours without
any developments, he Wat released. The sheriff and his deputies have several parties constantly under their eye, and it is
quite likely there will be some
developments.

Christain Church

Old Timers Are Busy

CLOSING OUTfi

6:30 Christian Endeavor.

s

The experience of the old timers, men who have been
in Clovis since the city was founded, teaches them
that now is the time to buy property before the
price advances and while they can get such desirable
locations as we are now offering in

The Liebelt Addition

Presbyterian Church.

Anthem h
ture's Easter.

E

Going Out of
Shoe Business
we have on hand a nice line of
Swell Oxfords for men in the

Na- -

Masterbuilt makes,
all latest styles and new stuff.
Florsheim

ening.

During the past two weeks a number of these old
timers have been busy. They have bought a number of lots; some expect to build homes, while others
bought for investment. What about you? Don't
procrastinate! You expect to buy some time. Then
get in while you can get a choice site. Prices as before. Terms to suit purchaser.

The Mansfield-Claiborn- e

Co.,

INCORPORATE!!

Owners Liebelt Addition
W.
Office Over

Mansfield, Sales Manager

I

First National Bank.

Forest Item

Clovis, New Mexico.

Criticism not Intentional

Ed McKee and F. W. Hoss
have heen making a tour for R.
A. Hudson's new windmill.
Mr. Terry has bought the
Moxiey farm from A. S Newcomer.
Mrs, R. A. Hudson spent Friday night arid Saturday with
Mrs. L: P. Marrs.
,

'

and D. A. and Sidney
Bee vers returned from Clovis,
Sunday, where they have been
to attend court.
J. W. McBride and lamily
spent Sunday at J. w. Beavers.
L. P. Marrs sowed some alfalfa this week.
Since the last issue there has
occurred a wedding in our neighborhood. The contracting parties were Miss Leta Curtis and
Ed orai- Rucker. Thev drove to
Tucumcar!, Friday, and were
n.arried, returning, Saturday, to
the homo of the bride's parents,
where a sumptious supper was
served. Quite a number of the
friends and relatives of the
bride and groom were present.
The groom is one of the mail
carriers from Forrest to Melrose
and t he bride is one of Forrest's
Kpular young ladies, we wish
them a long and happy life.
C. G. Brown has. been working
for Joe Bee vers this week.
Ed Nix is visiting his family.
He has been at work at Dawson,
New Mexico.
Mr. Johnson of Murdock, spent
Saturday night, at J. w. Beavers.
Sunshine.
D. C.

-

In our rush for copy last week
the editor of the News allowed
a communicated article to appear which criticised the Newspapers and sheriff alike for their
lax efforts in su ppressing vice
in Clovis. As the article appeared to be unwarranted and
its accusations entirely without
foundation, we permitted the
article space more as a humerous
bit of sarcasm. The article did
not convey the sentiments of
the editor of this paper, neither
are we responsible for the opinions or information furnished by
a correspondent, therefore we
claim neither the credit nor the
condemnation of this article.
However should a correspondent
make an incorrect assertion,
then in that event, we are al
ways ready to make amends
honorable.
And it is to that end that we
wish to come to the defense of
Sheriff Moye and in so doing express our opinion that he is making an efficient sheriff' and we
see no reason for critich Ml th
good work he is doing.

on request.

Hereford Nursery Co.
Hereford, Tex.
Pure Food Bakery

Keeps constantly on hand fresh

Also

First

Store

1

S. Branch London & Lan
cashire Fire Insurance
Company of Liverpool, England
Statement, Dec. 81st, 1911.
Assets
$4,424,612.98
Liabilities
$2,794,019.20

It
LOST - A silver Mesh bag containing some change and gold'

beads. Finder please return to
News Office ?nd receive reward.
It
One-wa- y

Colonists Tickets

Every Day. March
to April
15, 1912, the Santa Fe will sell
y
excursion
tickets to California and Arizona,
especially for colonists.
Good on any Santa Fe through
train except the California Limited and Santa Fe
Honored in chair cars. Also
honored in tourist sleepers on
payment of berth fare, which is
about half the standard Pullman
charge.
The usual colonist stop-ove- r
privileges.
1

low-price-

d

one-wa-

de-Lux-

D. C.

Knowles,

Agent.

Drug store Saturday.
Pastor.

A.

at the Brethren
Services
church, North Thornton Street
each lord's Day.
Sunday School at 10 a. m'
Preaching 11 a. m.
Busy Worker's meeting for
children at 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
workers meeting
Christian
7:00

r
Co,

Candy

Weaver

Whitcomb

WHOLESALE
We

Manufacturers of high grade candies of all kinds.

j) m

recommend our old fashioned sugar stick made
from cane sugar and cream of tarter. Try us and see
what pure candy tastes like.

The regular hour for Christain
Woiker's meeting, next Sunday
night, will be taken up by a special Easter program of songs,
recitations and readings, to be
given by tho children. All are
cordially invited.
Preaching 8:00

CLOVIS COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

Teacher Training class and
Prayer meeting each Thursday
evening at 7:30 P. M.
C, II. Brown, Pastor
Fred Heck and family left,
Tuesday, for Jackson, Tenn.,
where Fred has accepted a pos
ition with the Lamb Pimo Company. We regret to lose this
splendid family, but we will look
for their return during "dog
days. ' '
Mr. Brownell of St. Vrain was
in town, Tuesday.
Henry Byrom who formerly
conducted a grocery business on
west Grand Avenue, but who is
now traveling for a wholesale
house o'lt of Amarillo made' Clo
vis, Wednesday of this week.
R. w. Patterson who is acworthless
cused of passing
checks in Clovis the first of the
week, was arrested in Hereford,
and was
Texas, Wednesday,
brought back, Wednesday night,
by the Sheriff of the Texas town
and lodged in the county jail.
Dr. Gass, the Synodical Mis
sionary Secretary or tne rres-- ;
by Penan church in New Mexico,
and who .resides in Albuquerque
spent Wednesday, here en route
to Roswell to attend the

WIEDMAN

First Door South Clovis Natianal Bank

Brethren's Church.

The entire second floor of
the Qwens Building is now
occupied' by the
CLOVIS COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
If you want to qualify for
positions in
good, well-pai- d
the business world, go to the
CLOVIS COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
EDWARD HOERING, President.

PHONE 266.

vjcsrr?

...

C. V. STEED
Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Night Phone 38.

Dav Phone 14.
j

j

Davidson's Transfer Co.

Announcement

Lost An Eastern Star pin.
are requested to announce
finder will kindly return to
The
HAS CHANGED. Call 85 or E. T. Jernigan & Co.
A Household Article
that Pastor S. B. Callaway will
R.W. Johnson West Main
Jewelry Store Instead of 3ol.
be out of quarentine and will fill Mrs.
ONE YEARS GUARANTEE
street.
the pulpit at the Baptist church,
When You Want a Transfer Call us
HACK OF THE WONDERFUL
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock
RADIOLITE COAL OIL LAMP
Clovis, New Mexico
Postoffice Box 544
and 7:30 p. m. He will preach
wick
any
Fits
flat
BURNER
plasFOR RENT Three nice
to the Masonic Fraternity of
rooms with two large clos- lamp burner. No matter what
tered
Clovis, by request of Lodge No.
ets, Bath and Electric lights. you have used or seen in the
40 A. F. and A. M. Ail visiting
One block south of school build- lamp burner line, the new Rad- Developing and Finishing I Jor Kodaks. Also View Work
Memwe

!

Masons invited to attend.
bers will meet at Lodge room at
10:30 a. m., and go to church in
TREES of quality, backed a body. The public at large is
by a quarter century's suc- invited to attend these services;
cessful business. Catalogue Special music, both morning rmd
evening.

door Houth of Owl Drug

"

i

The Ladies Aid of the church
will have an Easter sale of good
home made dainties at Mear's

&

ing.

Mrs. Ida Nooner.

and
Mrs. John F. Watson
children left Monday for Cape
Girardeau, Mo., where they will
spend the spring and summer.
Mrs. Watson has been troubled
For Sale
with a heart affection for Borne
20
fixture;and her physician tho't
months
a
of
and
Furniture
i
Art FA
n
una
tmmuic umnj
room oncK noiei. nates $.ou
They v
beneficial.
Inn,
Travelers
per day, address
Wat- Mrs
companied
bp
Inquire
at
M.
this
N.
tales,
Por
son, John F.'a rmths
office.

ill

-

a

j

iolite Burner excefls in every
way. It is built upon scientific
lines, equipped with the wonderful little Radoius, generates its
own gas and burns all the car
bon. These Burners are sold
exclusively through agents and
the right of sale for the county
of Curry has been secured by
.
Talley of Clovis, N.
Mr.
m.. through the Radiolite Co. of
Toledo, by L. 0. Habenstick,
General Salesman for the state
of New Mexico.
R.-A-

ping
12 Ex
2
2
3
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European Hotel

Phon

Notice For Publication
urm-Co- al

Land,

department

of the Interior. U B land office
I t. Sumner N. M., March 13, 1918.
hereby
Votlce k
siren that Danial M..Simmons
i.r i.invie, New Mexico, who. on Nor. ISth
1905. mslr homestead entry, serial no. 01MJ, for
northeast quarter, section K township 2 north
rinmSJFIml, Naw Mexico Principal meridian
has
AM
notice
of
Intention to makr
flnul Ave year proof, to establish claim to tna
land above
described
before
William J.
Cnrren, U. 8. Commissioner, in hid office. st
r,'"li. New Mexico, on tha 2nd days of May,

1912.

Claimant names as wltnaaaaa:
Benjamlq P. Hall, Danial L, More. Pete
Preston Worlay all of Clovis. N. M
Cnrran, Raciater.
Arihur

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Notice for Publication.

Non coal land
02106
Department of the Interior U. 9. Land Office
at Ft Sumner. N M. March 18. 1912.
Notice !s hereby given that Joseph O. Woods of
Hsvener. H. M., who on March 26th 1907. made
homestead entry
no. 03166 for Southeast
quarter
2f, township. I north
range 84
est. N M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of infive-yetention to msVe
proof, to establish
claim to the Imd above described before William.
J Curron United States Commissioner. In his
office t Clovis. N. M.. on the 8th day of May.

Non coal land
Department of the Interior. U 8 land office
at Fort 8umner, w. at. March 18. 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Mvrtlo Wool-warof Clovis. N. M who on April 20.
1910. made homestead entry 07959, for the Bouth-eaquarter f8F.l-4- ) section II townshli4. north
range 85 east N M. P. Meridian has filed
notice of Intention
o make
commutation
proof to establish claim to the land above described, before William J. Currren, U. 9 Commissioner, in his office at Clovis. N. M. on the
9th day of May. 1912.
C Isimant names as witnesses:
A1. Wetden, Luther P. Carnes, Augusta Kns.
William H. Cox. all of Claud. New Mexico.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

1912.

Clsimsnt names as witnessesR"bor' n Prnwlny Joseph O. Brawler. John
Anierson. Ml or Havener.

N M

Arthur E Curren. Register

Notice for Publication.
Land
Department of the Intarior, U. 8. Land Office
at Fort Sumner. N. M March IS. 1912. Notice
la hereby (riven that ames fl. Mosher of Melrose, N. M.. who on Jan. 7, 19(17. made Homestead s risl 02100. for the Northeast quarter and
on November II, 1909. made Homestead Serial
07272. for the Southeast quarter Section 7.
Townslvp I North, Range 33 East, New Mex.
P. Merl ian. haa filed notice of intention to
Proof, to estiblixh claim
mi'kr r'lnal Five-yeto the land above described, before William J
Curren, U. 8. Commissioner in his oliicc at
CI .vi
N. M . on the 4th day of May, 1912
Claimant nnmci as witnesses:
Reuban A.
MillsKp. I.iv.ter A, Dickman, both of Clovls. N.M.
Oru ti. SimtMUS, Emmet Boucher, both of Melrose, M. M.
Arthur F.- - Curron. Register.
Non-Co-

Notice for publication.
Non coal kind.
DepnrtnHM.r
of the Interior, U 3 land office at
ro.t Sumner. N.M. March 1:!. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that James F. Curry or
of (exien. N.M. who on Augus'. 28. I9nr mad-E scr. No ni7R
for southeast quarter,
and on A. Ht 24. ')lmade Homi stead Serial mm
for the 8 mihw t qua ter. section 12 township
lNonh rontre 3fl aaat N.M. P. Meridian has
make final
filed
Intantlontn
notice of
five-yeproof to estab'ish claim to land
above described before William J. Curren. u 8.
CommMuner. in his office. atClovis. N. M.. on
the 6th day of May. 1912.
as wltnosses: Ethan G.
Claimant names
Blair. James P. Williams. Ed. A. Ha nilton. John
C. Norrls. all of Texteo, N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Non-co- al
01571
land.
Department of the Interior, United States Land
Office. Ft. Sumner. N. M.. March 18. 1912.
Notice i hereby irfven that John Lett
of Clovis N. M. who on Nov. 29th. 1905 made
NOOiyi for Northwest
homestead entry
quarter, section 34. township 3 north, range SB
Principal
Mexico
Meridian has filed
East New
notice of intention to make final five year
proof to establish claim to the land above described ticfore W. J. Curren. U. 8. Com mis
oner in tin: otbee at Clovls. N. M.. on the 2nd
day of M:i v. 1912.
Claimant names as witneases:
Gorge W. Gilliam. Eliphua Stevens, Robert
Fields. John H. Cook, all of Clovis. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

Notice for publication.
Non coal land.

0062

Department of the Interior. V. S. Land Office
at Ft. Sumner. N. M.. March 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that franklin Mason,
of Clovis. N. M. who.on September 11. 1908 made
Entry
No. 0M2
for
Homestead
S. E. qoartor Sec. 28 Township 3n, range SB, E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Into
commutation proof to
to make
establish claim to the land above described le-for- e
William J. Curren, U. 8. Commissioner,
in his office in Clovis, N M. on the 1st day of
May

1912.

Claimant

names as witnesses:

JohnS. Wyatt. Newton J. Wyalt. Daniel D
Bule,

Et

F. Messlck. all of Clovis, N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Non-co-

land.

01621

Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Ft. Sumner N. M.. March 13. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that William H.Eshleman
of Havener. N. M who, on Jan. 22. 1906 made
No. 01K21 for 8E1-- 4
homestead entry
section 18 township 2 north range 34 east. Now

M. P. meridian, has filed notice of Intention to
nroof. to establish claim
make final five-yeto the land above described, before William J.
Commissioner,
at his office in Clo8.
Curren. U.
vis, N. M. on the 3rd day of May 1912.
names
as
witneases:
claimant
Frank Magee. Robert 8. Brawloy. Geo.'gc R.
Ormsby. G,iorge Briggs. all of Havener, New
Mexico.
A. E. Curren. Register.

Notice For Publication
Land

Non-co-

U 8 land office
Sumner New Mexico, March 13. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Mary E. Lewis,
formerly Mary E.Fieids.of Melrose, New Mexico,
entry
who on Jan. 5. 1907 made homestead
no.0209o for Southeast quarter, section 14 township 4 north range 32 east, N. M l' Meridian
has filed notice of intention to make final five-yeproof to establish claim to the land .above
described before William J. Curren. United
States Commissioner, in his office at Clovis. New
Mexico on the 4th day of May 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
fclliabeth Bo... Richard Polk, both of Melrose
N. M,. William Ogg. James D. TUw 41. both of
Clovis, N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register

Department of the Interior.

Ft

Notice for Publication.
01881
Non coal land.
Department of the Interior. U 8 Land Office at
Ft. Sumner. N M, March IX 1912.
Notice is hereby given that William G. Jackson,
of St. Vrain. N. M. who on Aug. 1, 1906 made H
.so. 01884 for not theast quarter Section
E,
2 North. Range 33 east. New Mex23 Township
nohaa filed
Principal Meridian,
ico
make
tice of intention to
claim to the land abo e
establish
to
U. S.
described, before William J. Curren,
on
Commissioner,' in his office at Clovis. N. M
the 3rd day of May 1912.
claimant names as witnesses:
Cyrus W Rook, of St. Vrain. N. M.
Minnie M. Lowry. of Clovis. N. M.
John M. Hickman, of Havener. N. M.
Arch L. GUIlngbham. of Havener. N. U
Arthur E. Curren. Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Non-coland.
Department of the Interior. TI. 8. Land Office st
Ft Sumner. N. M.. March 18. 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Jesse A. Burnett,
if Blacktnwer. N. M , who on July 24. 1905.
no.
01S20 for N W
made
H. K.
Quarter. Sec. 12 Township 2 North Range 84
Rant. N M . V. M. has filed notice of intention
five-yemaVe rfr.nl
lo
pof. to establish claim to the land above described, before
William J Curren. United Sta'es Commissioner,
in his "office at Clovis. N M on the 2th day of
May. I'M:'
Claimant, names as witnesses:
Fame si Comer. LulhcrLorker. Lloyd F. Riley,
Thomas Riley, all of B'aiktnwer, N. M.
Arthur E. Curren, Register.

NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION

land.
07968
Department of the Interior.
U. U. land office at Ft, Sumner N. u.
March 18. 1MS
Notice is hereby given that Dollie Woodward,
who on April 20.
1910
of Clovis. M M
mode Homestead Entry
No. 07968
S. W.
quarter section
11.
townfor
ship 4 north range 36 east. N. M. P. M. lias
filed nqtice of Intention to make final commutation
proof, to establish claim to the land a we
described, before W. J. Curren. U. S Commissioner, ui his office at Clovis. N M. on the 8th
lay of May. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ar mural,

cure

FOR PUBLICATION.

May. 1912.

Claimant names as witness:
Joseph A. McCormlck. Oscar L. McCormick.
Anton Hankbouse. all of Havener. N. M. Coral
R. Herrln. of Black tower. N M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

Notice for Publication.
Non coal land
Republication

Department of the Interior, u. 8. land office nt
Fort Sumner. N. M., March 13. 1912.
Notice la hereby given that John J. Leddy.
of Clovis. N. M.. who on Juno th 1908. made
H. E. No.
03262
for Si'.
section 5.
township 1 north, range 35 Esst, N. M. P. Mer-

idian has filed notice of intention to make final
Nnn coal land.
five ear proof to establish claim to the land
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Offic abovo described
before William J. Curren.
March 13. 1912.
at Ft Su.nnrr.N. M
Notice is hereby given that Dolly Green United States Commissioner. In his office nt
made Clovis. N. M.. on the 7th day of May. 1912.
of Texico N. m who. on Feb 1. 1911.
No. 09273 for 8. F.
Ho nes,, , i Entry
Claimunt names as witnesses:
Section. 2.. township 4 north, range 36 east
Benjamin F. Hall. Pete McDnnle!. both of CloVev M P meridian, has hied notice of intention
to malte
commutation proof to establish claim vis, N. M.. John .1. Willi! i. Jacob Grubaugb.
D
William
before
described,
to tho land aliove
both of Blncktower. N. M.
Mi Hi .'. Probate Judge. Curry county: In his ofArthur E. curren, Rcirister.
May
day
cf
fice at Clovis. Now Mexico, on the 1st

Notice for Publication

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
John E. Westfall. Henry C. Holt, Harry Putnam. Walter W. Hunfrate. all of Texico. New
Mexico.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

Non coal land.
Department of the Interior. U S. Land office
Fort Sumner. New Mexico, March 13. 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Eild R Harris, of
Blncktower. New Mexico, who, on March 4, 19M7,
made homestead entry.
No. O2147for north
east quarter section 34 township 2 N. R. 34 E
N. M P. moridlan has filed notice of Intention
to mako final five year proof, to establish claim
Notice For Publication
Non-coto the land above descr.bed before William J.
land.
U. S. Land Office Curren, United States Commissioner, in his office
Department of- -them mInterior.
v
14
til J
n. as., ssaiw
at Clovis, New Mexico on the fith day of
at Ft Sumner,
".":
A. Owen.
Marshall
Notice Is hereby given that
May. 1912.
on
wno.
reo.
.v
M.
C
N.
of ovis.
jj. for south
Claimant names as witnesses:
homestead entry serial no. 08967
1 north range
Pryor R. McDanicl.
west quarter section 20 township has
Dee McDanlel James D.
filed noP meridian
36 E New Mexico
Looper. all of Clovis. N. M Houston W. Barrett
flve-y- f"
final
make
to
intention
tice of his
land
of Blacktower. N. M.
r
.f,.i,lish claim to the
scribed before Wm. J. Curren. U. S. CommisArthur E. Curren, Register.
M
N
Clovis.
in
bis office
at
sioner
1912,
May
day
of
7th
on the
Notice for Publication
Claimant names s.s witnesses:
. M M
.In,: ' AfnllT
K:
T
U
I
Non coal land
LS.V'IS L,. renw
immi
M.
Department of the Interior. U. S. land office
Williams, Alb- -i t II. ianicls. all of Clovis N.
at Fort Sumner. N. M,. March 13. 1912.
Arthur E. Curren. Register
Notice is hereby itiven
that Kolmrt M
New Mexico,
Downs of Clovis.
wlio on
December. 19. 19011. made homestead serial No.
Wl-- 4
112086. for S1-2Notice for Publication.
and on Feb. 23. 1907. made
Homestead Serial 02134 for the
Non-coland.
section 29. township I North. Range 33 East,
office
at
S
U
land
Department of the Interior.
N. M. P. Moral inn
has filed notice of in
1M2.
proof to estab
tention to make final five-ye- ar
FtSumner. N. M. March. 13. William
M. Hewatt, lish claim to the land above described before
Notice is hereby itiven that
of Texico. N M. who on Aug . 31. 108 W. J. Curren, United States Commissioner, in
number 0144. for his office at Clovis, N. M. on the 4th day of
made homcstend entry.
northwest quarter of section 6 township 1 north May. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
range 37 E.. New Mexico Principal Meridian
five-ye- ar
Williamson M. Robinson. Joseph S.Bobo.both of
has filed notice of intention to make
proof to establish claim to the land St Vrain. N. M.. Charles R. Daniel. Charlos E.
abovo described before Wm. J. Curren. United Ray burn, both of Clovis, N, M.
Arthur F.. Curren. Register.
States Commissioner In his office at Clovis
New Mexico on the 1st day of May. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice for Publication.
Jason E Virden, Jnmes F. Curry. Charles E.
Non coal land.
Abbott. Robert N. Hagler. all of Texico. N. M.
Department of
Interior U. S Land office at
Arthur E. Currer.. Register. Fort Sun.nrr. N.theM. February
21. 1912
Wily H.
Notice is hereby given
that
Claybrook, of St. Vrain. N. M.. who on March 8.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1907.
made Homestead Entry. No. 0215H. for
non coal land
(SE1-4Section 21. Township
Department of the Interior. U. 8. land office Sou theast quarter
North. Range S3 East. N. M. P. Meridian, haa
at Ft. Sumner N.M. March 13, 1912. Beber-myie- 3filed
notice of intention to make Commutation
r.
Notico is hereby given that William R.
who on Proof, to establish claim to tho land above deTexico. New Mexico,
of
scribed, before A. L. Await, Probate Clerk, CurSeptember 5tb 1908. made homestead entry
ry County, in his office, at Clovis. New Mexico,
sec. 8. and
no. 0600. for
on the 10th day of Aoril 1912. Claimant names
sec. 9. township 2 north range 37 B. N. M P
meridian has filed notice of intention to make as witnesses:
William A. Brownell. John R. Claybrook. Ed T.
claim to the
Fiv .year proof, to establish
Bookter, James P. Hines, all of St. Vrain. N.M.
land above described, before W. J. Curren, U.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
in his office at Clovis, New
S. IWni.i-- n
Mexico on tho 1st dayof May. 1912,
Claimant names S3 witnesses:
Albert Means. Albert Doo-ltttlNon-CoJames F. Vin-a'- il,
Land.
Frank Cilkln all of Texico. N. M.
Department of the Interior. U.S. Land Office
Arthur E Curren, Register
at Fort Sumner. N. M.. February 10. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Edgar O. Whips
for the heirs of John Whips, deceased of MelF6R
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
rose, New Mexico who, on January 7. 1907 made
quarHomestead Entry. No. 02098. forSouth-eas- t
Republication
(Sfc.1-Section
6. Township 4 north. Range
ter
coal
land.
Non
S3 East.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Department of the Interior, U. S land office at
Proof, to establish
intention to make Five-yeFort Sumner, N. M. March 13.1912.
Notice is hereby given that George W Black. of claim to the land above described, before William
14,
PJ07
N,
Clovis,
made D. Melee. Probate Judge of Curry County, N. M..
M.. who. on
Jan.
08891
No.
for
Entry
Homestead
his office in Clovis. N. M.. on the 2Cth day of
SE uarter,(3EI-- 4 Section 6 Township 1 north. at
Range 86 east. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed March. 1912.
five-yenotice of Intention to make
Claimaat names as witnesses:
James . Motrroo. to establish claim to the land above her and Ora G. Simmons, both of Melrose. N. M.,
United
Jescribed befo.t-- William J. Curren.
States Commissioner, in his office at Clovis. New Reuben A. Miluuip, Lester A. Dickman. both of
Mexico on thu 7th dsy of M iy. 1912.
CI0V.S. N.M.
Claimant names us witnesses:
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
David W. Nicholas. Albert B. Daniels, Walter
G, Owen, Daniel L Moye. all of Clovis. New
Notice For Publication
Mexico.
Non coal land.
Arthur E. Curron, Register.
Department of the Intarior United States land
office at Fort Sumner.
New Mexico. Feb.

Yi

New Bank at Albuquerque
With Frs,i H. Kent as presi-denand W. A. Foyil, cashier,
the newly organized Citizens'
bank, with a capital of $50,000,
will be open for business inside
of a month. The officers were
chosen at a meeting held last
nieht in the offices of Mann &.
Venable. the following directors
being elected to serve one year:
W. A. Foyil, F. H. Kent, W. C.
Ostreich. G. Glomi. D. A. Por- terfield and John S. Beaven.
The bank will open in the Fred
Kent property at the corner of
Central averiUa and Third street
occupied by Walton's Drug store
which will move into the adjoining building on Central avenue
now being renovated for the pur

1912.

To (Jasper Carl of Texico. N.M. Con testae,
You are hereby notified that Curt J. Lfebalt,
who gives Clovis. New Mexico, as his post office
sddress. did on Februsry 16. 1912. file in this office his duly corroborated 'application to contest and secure the cancellation of your Homestead Serial No. 01893, made Jan. 4. 1909. for NB
Section 36. Township 4 North Range ;K F.ast
N. M. P. Meridian, and as grounds for his contest he alleges that said Gasper Carl has never
eetablisnd or maintained residence on ssld land
and that said entry was made for Ihe purpose
of speculation.
You are, therefore, further notified that the
aid allegations will be token by this office as
having been confessed bv von, and vour sni.l entry will be canceled thereunder without your
rurther right to be heard therein, either before
this office or on appeal. If you fall to file In this
iffiee within twenty days after the fourth pub- leation of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and
responding to these allocations of contest or If
vou fall to file within that time to file In tin of.
flee due proof that you have served a copy of
your answer on the said contestant either in
person or by registered mail. If this service is
made by the delivery of a copy of your answer
to the contestant in person, proof of such service must be either the said contestant's written
acknowledgment of his receipt of tho copy.
showing the date of its receipt, or the affidavit
of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was deliver. si.
if made bv registered mall, proof of such service must consist of the affidavit of the person
by whom the copy was mailed stating when and
the post office to which It was mailed aud this
affidavit must be accompanied by the postmast
er's receipt for tho letter.
You r boo id state in yotir answer the name of
the post office to which you desire future n
tleee to be sent to you.
Enrigne H. Salaxar. Receiver.
Date of first publication
Mar. 14. 1912,
,. .. second
,.
21.
.. .. third
..
23.
..
., fourth
Apr.
..
4.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
st Fort Sumner N. M. March 21. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Martha 15 . Snlyer.
widow of William B Snlyer, deceased, of Springfield. Missouri, who on Feb. 20. 1906. made Home
stead Entry No 01661 for Southw est quarter
(SW1 4) Section 12. Township 2nortd. Range 33
s,t. N M P Meridian, has filed notice of iuten.
tion to make Five Year Proof , to establish claim
to the land above described, before William J
Curren, U S Commissioner, in his office atClovis,
New Mexico, on the 21st day of May 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
G W Briggs. O P Plrtlc,
M E Smith.
O
D Adams, all of St Vrain. New Mexico
Arthur E Curren, Register

t,

pose.

For Sale at Auction

Car

Coal.
Place Clovi?. County Curry,
State New Mexico, Date April
8th, 1912, Time 10 a. m.
We will sell at pubic auction
to the highest bidder for account
of whom it may concern and for
accumulated charges, the contents of T. & B. V. car 1620.
billed as 65,000 lbs of lump coal
on Colorado & Southern Ry Co,
Rapson (by Rugby) Colo. W-05 14 January 4th, 1912, ship-e- d
by Rapson Coal Company to
shipper's order Ackimo Fuel &
Supply Company notify Swartz
B

Money Talks
When prosperity is the subject, the increased deposits
in this Bank prove that
prosperity is here again.
Are you sharing in it? If
not, it is possibly because
you are not doing business
in a business way.
We suggest that you open
an account with as. Our
officers will gladly show you
the benefit of such an ac
tion.

American Bank
& Trust Company
CAPITAL $30,000.00

N. MEXICO
McClusken, Clovis, N. M.. CLOVIS.
which we are unable to obtain
disposition for.
D. C. Knowles, Agent,
Rev. J. C. Jones, of Texico,
A. T. & S. F.
filled
the pulpit at the Methodist
March 19th. 1912.
church, Sunday morning, ami
0. V. Morrison is beautifying evening on account of the pasStatement of the Liverpool & his homo by adding three rooms tor's throat being in such a conLondon & Globe Ins. Co.
to his residence, planting trees, dition as to render him unable
Assets
$13,793,705.42 shrubbery etc. It would be well to preach.
Liabilities
Rev. Jackson, of T e x i c o.
9,302,531.97 for others to follow his example
Surplus
preached at the Baptist church
4,461,175.45 in the planting of shrubbery,
For Dependable Insurance, try
Mr. and Mrs. Will Polk of Sunday on account of the pastor
The Scheurich Agency,
e
Melrose were in the city Monday, and his family being under
110 W. Grand Ave. shopping.
with scarlet fever.
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quar-intin-

Notice for Publication

Notice for Publication.

20. 1912

Notice is hereby given that Geraldine A. Ward
widow of John S. Ward, of Blacktower. N. M.
Non coal land.
Department of the Interior. U 8 Land office at who. on July 2, 1908. made Homestead Entry, No.
019.
for Northeast quarter (NE). Section 21.
Ft. Sum n N. M. Mar. 18. 1912.
Township 3 North. Range 34 East. N. M. P. MerNotice Is hereby given that Harry Rodenberger
of Claud, N. M. who on January 14, 1911. made idian, has filed notice of intention to make comhomestead entry. (9 2b, for the b or t heast quarter tNEl-4- ) of section 11. Township 4 north, mutation proof, to establish claim to the hind
range 35 East N. M. P. Meridian haa filed above described, before A. L. Await. Probate
notice of intention to make final Commute tlu proof Clerk. Curry County, in hi, office at Clovis. Now
to establish claim to the land above described, Mexico, on the 3rd day of April. 1912.
before William J. Curren. U. S. Commissioner,
e,
Claimant names as Witnesses: Chester C.
in hia ortlco at Clovis. N. M., on the 9th day
John K. Dunlap. Walter P. Greenfield all of
Claimant names us witnesses:
Blacktower. N.M. Frank A. Weethoff of HavenFred W, Janice. Claud V. Kelly. George 8. Tag. er, N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Revieter.
gart. Francis M. Rose, all of Claud. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren, Register.

t

Notice for Publication

Notice for Publication.
Non-co-

NOTICE

Non Coal Land.
Department of the Intarior. U. 8. Land Offl e
at Ft. Sumner. N. M.March 18. I9II.
Notice Is hereby given that Charley A. Rice
of Havener. N. M.. who on June 23,
ma n
H. E No. 06780. for northwest quarter, ectio:.
6,
township 2 north, range 84
east. New
Mexico P. Meridian has filed notice of Intentio?
to make final commutation proof, t o establish
claim to the land above described, before W. J
Curren. United States Commissioner, m his office a Clovis, New Mexico, on the 8th dsy of

Notice of Contest.
Serial Wo, 018 PR, Contest 1088.
Department of the Interior. United States
Land Office. Fort Sumner. N. M.. March 11.

Notice For Publication.
Non coal land,
Department of the Interior. U. S Land Office
Fort Sumner N. M.. March 13. 1912.
Nottco is hereby given that Minnie M. Lowry,
widow of Amos L. Lowry, deceased of
who. on August 1. 19m).
Clovis, N. M
made homestead Entry no. OBMtt far SW 1section 81. township 2 north, range 34 east
N M P meridian, has filed notice of uiten.
proof, to establish,
Hon to make final five-yeclaim to the land above described, before Wm.
J. Curren. U.S. Commissioner, in his office at
of May. 1912,
Clovis, N. M. on the 8ih day
Claimant names us witness ss:
William G. Jackson, Cyrus W. Uouk, both of
St Vrain. N M .. John M . Hickman, Arch Dillingham, both of Havener, N. Mexloo.
Arthur E.Cursren Register

Non coal land.

Department of the Interior. U. 8. land

office at
Fort Sumner. N. M Feb.. 16, 1912.
hereby
hi
given that Skillmr .1 C Hunter,
Notice
of Texico. N. M., who on August IS. 1908, made
Entry
No. nlo). for Northwest quarHomestead
Section 29. Township 3 North,
ter NW1-4Range 87 Bast, N.M. P. Meridian, has filed notice

of intention to make Final Five Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before
W. D. McBee, Probate Judge. Curry County, New
Mexico, in his office, at Clovis, New Mexico, on
the 1st day 01 April. 1912.
Claimant names a witnesses: John E. Bingham. Dock H. Holden, Edward T. Hunter, all of
Texico. N. M. James Q. Burton, of Fai well. Tex- -

Arthur

K. Curren.

Register

.

'i
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If a burglar gets Into your house and you have

money concealed there, the burglar will gel
your money. That is a burglar's business.
The burglar will kn w you have the money
before he goes into your house: that is the burglar's business. Our business is to protect your
money. If it is in our bank, it will be safe from
burglars, from fire and your own extravagance; you cannot lend it, spend it or lose it
so easily.
Do your banking with us. We do strictly
banking, that's all.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Of Clovis

WHERE DOCTORS
FAILED TO HELP
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Restored

BROOM CORN
CULTIVATION

BROOM CORN
CULTIVATION

Discussions by Men Experienced
in Browing This Valuable Crop

Discussions by Men Experienced
in Browing This Valuable Crop

Mr. Green's Health

"

Com-

pound and now I can
stay up and do my
work. I think it is
the beat medicine on earth for women."
Mrs. Jennie Green, Covington, Mo.

How Mrs. Cllne Avoided
Operation.
Brownsville, Ind. "I can say that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has done me more good than anything
else. One doctor said I must be operated upon for a serious female trouble
and that nothing could help me but an
operation.
"I had hemorrhages and at times
could not get any medicine to stop them.
I got in such a weak condition that I wouid
have died if I had not got relief soon.
"Several women who had taken your
Compound, told me to try it and I did
and found it to be the right medicine to
build up the system and overcome
female troubles.
"I am now in great deal better health
than I ever expected to be, so I think I
ought to thank you for it. "Mrs. O. M.
Cune, S. Main St, Brownsville, Ind.

Miss Ninette Porter, Braintree, Vermont writes: "I have been cured by

Experience has shown that the best
brooincorn Ih the cheapest in the long
run, and this grade can only be produced by proper care from the start
to the finish.
In the Ylrst place the soil should
be well prepared, and in the second
place, the very bea seed should be
obtair.ed, for this Is the only way to
insure a good stand In many cases,
Inferior seed Is planted, the result be
ing an imperfect stand, and the fine
nese of a crop 1b only assured when
the crop Is of a uniform thickness,
for no one can estimate on the percentage of poor seed that will germinate. The length of the fibre can
be regelated in this way, as the thick
er it Is planted the shorter the stock
will be and vice versa the thlner the
longer and coarser the brush will bo
As to the most desirable length of
the fibre, wish to say that the broom
manufacturer is in the same position as the late Abraham Lincoln was
No. 5.
No. 4.
when he was asked the question as
to how long a mans legs should be
models from Paris In
IS and he said, "I think they should be
THE ABOVE
ILLUSTRATION
millinery show a degree of
long enough to reach from his body
NUMBER FOUR AND
and smartness which Is
to the ground," and so In the manuFIVE QUALITY.
to achieve in any apparel
facturers case to be long enough to having hard
less individuality than this
Number 4 Is crooked and usually reach from the wire to the bottom of special class. A turban and a hat,
theb room for the different size of both designed for a widow, are picfound more or less In all varieties of
brooms
it requires corn with an aver- tured here. They are wonderful exbrooincorn. To obtain proper prices age
of
of fibre. Brush that amples of this class of millinery.
on straight corn, crooked should never
The turban, which might more conruns shorter br longer does not work
be baled, only In bales by lttseif. It
Is
to so good an advantage, as the short sistently be called a turban-bonneis a very miserable quality of brush,
as simple in outline as possible and
corn
cannot
longbe
streched
the
and
as the waste is all the way from 40
covered with English crape drawn
per cent to 70 per cent. The price it er corn ha3 to be cut off and makes Bmoothly over the crown. Its distincvery expensive fuel.
tion lies in the graceful draping and
sells at barely pays a grower for handThe curing of the crop Is very im- great length of the beautiful veil. A
ling It
portant, and as the weather is uncer- width of crape, two yards long. Is finI believe that proper sheds should
ished with a hem set on at tbe bottain
e
Number 5, snlky, long stalks,
tom a quarter of a yard deep. The
broom-corbe
purpose.
for
erected
the
If
and of no merit. It is not
is allowed to take a long time other end is wound about the turban
worth
the freight. Such speary,
In the fashion of an
It will be liable to injure frame, exactly
curing
in
spiky, pithy, valueless stuff is a loss
Oriental turban. The crape veil thus
to grower, manufacturer and consum- the corn and discolor it, rendering It provides drapery for the turban, a
less valuable. Broomcorn that has scarf about the shoulders and tbe reger.
once become stained, cannot be restor- ulation widow's veil, all in one. A
The cutters or pullers should be ined to Its original color by any artlfic-ia- l ruche is not worn wjth this crape tur- spiky
to
leave all
and short
structed
process.
,
stuff, as above mentioned, in the 'field,
Too
put on
much
stress
cannot
be
up
buyer
sizing
every
as
quality,
in
COAT FOR YOUNG GIRL
the
retaining
as
color,
of
It
the
is this
he estimates about how much there Is
crcp valuable, and
that
makes
the
acof such worthless stuff, and bids
the same can be accomplished with
cordingly.
very
little extra care.
During the past three years when
Poor seeding in the past has resultthe market, advanced to very high
prices, it caused some growers to har- ed in the big loss to the manufacturers, as the so called broomcorn scrapvest and market such stuff. Ruyers,
ers usually do poor work as much of
who were not very good judges of
passes through withbroom corn paid more than it was the shorter corn
out bavng the seed removed, and
worth, but under the usual market
prices, such stuff Is worthless, as there Is a tendency to mash the
there is scarcely any profit that stocks.
The grower who secures the best
would pay the freight on such class
seed
possible, and afterwards takes
of corn.
the best possible care of his crop will
NEVER PLANT BROOM CORN SEED receive a better price, and the result will be for the mutual oonfit to
UNTIL YOU KNOW IT IS GOOD.
both producer and manufacturer.

NEW

Puzzle of Living.
Religionists chided about their Inability to agree on points of faith might
point out that they differ only in incidentals and not essentials, whereas
the scientists differ on everything.
Take the science of living. A week
ago you would have "died If you drank
water with your meals." Now they
say It doesn't do any harm at all. One
variety says: "Eat meat, lots of It, to
build good, rich blood." Another says
meat is poison; that vegetables are
the only food. A third declares meat
and vegetables both Increase debility,
and that you will live twice as long
on raw fruits and nuts. Some say
"Talk with your meals, laugh;
It
makes the food digest." Others Insist
silence is never so golden as at the
table.

t,

unde-slrbal-

n

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every

bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infanta and children, and see that it
Bears the

Signature
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Evidence.
"What makes you think our great
public men don't work as hard as
they used to?"
"By Ihe photographs,"
replied
Farmer Corntossel.
"When I was a
young feller the big men In politics
didn't take near as much time to git
shaved and have their hair cut."

When Your Eyes Need Care

(By Wm. T. Edgar, Areola, III.)

Try If urine Eve Remedy. No Smarting Feela
line Arm Quickly. Try It fur Red, Weak,
Watery Eyes and Granulated Eyelids. IllusMurine la
trated Book In each Package.
--

The ground should be ploughed as
early as possible, and then let the
eoaipoandt"? by our Oculists not a "Patent
but used In aucressful Physicians' Pracground lay until it gets warm. Work
tice for many yearn. Now dedicated to the Pub-1and sold by Ilrtitifclsts at 26o and 60c per ltoltle,
Marina Hyo Halve In Aseptic Tubes, 2&c end 60c It down to a fine seed bed, and when
Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago you think it Is good enough, go over
It again.
Out of Date.
Arrange your planter so that It will
"Every time he opens his mouth he
forty to sixty seeds to the rod,
plant
puts hla foot In it"
"That's a great pity. Contortionists and never plant any seed until you
are no longer In demand aa vaudeville know It Is good. A good plan, Is to
take a handful of seed and roll It In
attractions."
a woolen rag, put In the warm ground
Use Allen's Foot-Eaand in a few days you can see how
antiseptic powder to be shaken into many seeds have sprouted.
lie
the shoe for tired, tender, smarting, achIn cultivating, take any good cultiing, swollen feet. It makes your feet feel
easy and makes walking a Delight. Sold vator and go over the field with three
everywhere, 25c. For free trial package,
beginning
address Allen fc. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. x. good shallow cultivators,
when the broom corn Is from four to
Loveliness of character is nothing six Inches high, and the last time
but steady love of good and steady when it is from thirty to thirty-siscorn of evil. Froude.
Inches high.
The brush should be cut when the
Garfield Ten will keep the whole system in
Is In the dough and soft. If the
seed
perfect condition.
weather Is clear let It have a day or
Some men don't know very much, two of sun before seeding, then you
but they don't know It.
can shelve It four inches thick. If
it has no sun, about two Inches thick.
It should be shelved when seeded, and
allowed to set on the shelf until
cured. The length of time required
for curing Is governed by the weather. It gives the corn a glossy look If
you let It ray in the bulk for two or
i
1,
i
three weeks, but expect the corn in
that
the southwert will cure quicker than
re In- It will In Illinois.
In saving your own seed, let tbe
patch get ripe, pick out the long
heads, and shelve it with the seed on,
this I am willing to aire mllllc
ages. I ta'- - r.ll the risk, tfc
not over one inch thick. Let It set
lor go cents a 'la!. For r c J
there for three weeks in good drying
f ral. MuiDon, G3rd l Jafferaon Stt
weather, then seed it and put away In
a good place. This method will in
Bronchial
sure you good seed for the following
Unairelled forrellcrliitf Throat Trouble. NomilsUis
smmjii'iu flue-- Jouh 1. itaowa A boN UomUju Mom.
season. Experience Is the best teacher, because there are no two seasons
WII
okh
alike, however, the matter of good
seed Is of very great Importance.

PROFITABLE TO PLANT THE
BEST BROOM CORN SEED
OBTAINABLE.

"

se

x

FREE

Brown's

POU
Cult.

wot

Catarrh of the Lungs
Threatened Her Life
Peruna.
"I had several hemorrhages of the
lungs. The doctors did not help me
much and would never have cured me.
"I saw a testimonial In a Peruna
almanac of a case similar to mine, and
I commenced using It
"I was not able to wait on myself"
when I began using it I gained very
slowly at first, but I could see that it
was helping me.
"After I had taken it a while I commenced to raise up a stringy, sticky
substance from my lungs. This grew
less and less in quantity as I continued the treatment.
"I grew more fleshy than I had been
for a long time, and now I call myself;

(By Edward Edwards, Pres., Mohawk
Valley Broom Co., Fonda, N. Y.)

Covington, Ma "Your medicine has
done me more good than all the doe
r's medicines. At
'ery monthly period
I had to stay in bed
four days because of
hemorrhages,
and
my back was so weak
MM I could hardly walk.
I have been taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Mourning Millinery

BEST BROOM CORN CHEAPEST
FOR MANUFACTURER.

Her Own Statement

I"

DOCTORS FAILED
RESTORED BY PERHIVA.

Troches

ii" ac.
is trtass

(By

Z.

C. Lauderdale,

Lindsay, Ok.)

One of the first considerations in
planting broom corn is to plant the
best seed that can be obtained, securing it from those who have made
study of the broom corn business. My
plan Is to select two varieties of seed,
and then if one should not produce
a very good grade, the other variety
of seed will.
The seed test Is made by planting
it somewhere, where the seed will
grow if It grows at all, and then planting the crop accodring to the result
obtained from the test.
In preparig the soil for planting,
tbe ground should be disced so as to
produce a good seed bed, then again
listed and planted with a lister corn
planter, planting sixty to eighty-fivplants to the rod. The first cultivation should be with the ' section harrow, and then follow up with the sled
cultivator. Find that It
best to do
the cultivating while th.i plants are
small. Cultivate
the broom corn
from three to four times, and I do not
attempt to cultivate after It becomes
high.
3V, to
In harvesting the Standard Broom
Corn, cutting should begin Just aa
quick as the brush Is out of the boot
sufficiently to cut with a good length
stem and not cut the brush. In this
way you get a good seed broom corn
which has a better brush and is soft
and pliable.
Seeding Is done as the corn ts put
in the shed.
The worst feature of tbe broom corn
in this locality Is to get it well seeded aud baled properly, but we growers recognize that this Is one of the
most Important features In handling
broom corn.
e

1

1
Austrian blue cloth makes a smart
little coat In this style. Tbe long ro-

vers, which Is continued quite to foot
of coat, is faced with black satin to
within half an Inch of edge; It is also
cut out about tbe bust line to show
the material facing on which are sewn
buttons. The
three small
cuffs are to match. A belt of material
stitched at edge is worn at walst-Ilne- .
Hat of black beaver with quills at
side.
Materials required for coat, 21
yards 60 Inches wide, 1 yard satin 20
inches wide.
satin-covere-

d

, New Flame Color,
furore Is noticeable now
for flame colors. The glowing red
tones that are seen In the feather
decked bats of the winter season are
repeated In the ballroom, where flame,
carnation, rhododendron, rose, cerise
and currant shades make vivid splashes of color.
In simple lustrous velvet, softened
about the bodice by silver lace or
cream net, these red frocks are especially effective for midwinter entertainments, and while the dowagers and
yojnfc married women choose this fabric and satin the debutantes appear
In chiffon and mousseline de sole that
are equally bright, In some cases made
up over white and usually touched
with silver, crystal or cut steel
A positive

weU."
NOT MRS. N..GGITT.

ban, but is In evidence In toques and
bonnets when there la a preference
for it
The beautiful sailor shape with
square crown and rolling brim. Is covblack silk.
ered with a
A band of crape as wide an the crown
is laid smoothly about It. A broad
crape bow is poised across the front
buckle at its
with a
center.
The long crape veil laid In a double
box plait and sewed to the under
brim, close to the head, Is a purely
decorative feature, although It may be
worn about the neck in a scarf-lik- e
manner. This fashion of wearing the
drape like a throw about the neck
may bring about a lengthening of the
veil. It Is a very graceful fashion.
Since crape is manufactured so that
it is waterproof. It Is as useful, Indeed, more useful, than fabrics not so
protected, and may be used more freely than ever before.
t
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
d

crape-covere-

d

SEPARATE SKIRT

A

NECESSITY

Mr. Naggltt It was a good thing for
Jonah that you weren't his wife.
Mrs. Naggltt Why so?
Mr. Naggltt You would never have
accepted that whole story as an excuse
for staying away from home for three
days and nights.

Belated Information.
Albert MorrlB Bagley was being conIn
gratulated at the Waldorf-Astori- a
New York on the success of his "musical mornings."
"I Impute my success." he said, "to
the fact that I engage no talent that I
don't know thoroughly. In entertainment, as In matrimony, knowledge Is
most important"
Then Mr. Bagby smiled and said:
"Two ladies were talking the other
day about the Chinese revolution. The
younger lady Bald:
"'Isn't It dreadful In China? A
woman doesn't know her husband till
she marries him.'
"The other lady, a divorcee, answered bitterly:
"'I didn't know my husband till I
him, either.'
Louis
married

"St

Globe-Democr-

Materials From Which to
Choose, but Garment Must Be In
One's Wardrobe.

Many

Natural Avoidance.
Mayor Gaynor of New York was defending
his
views:
"Woman has her place and man has
his," he said, "and when I think of
the confusion that would come from
Intermingling their places, I am reminded of an anecdote about Lady
Lady Holland once said to
Holland.
Lord John Russell: 'Why hasn't Lord
Holland got a post in the cabinet'
'Well, if you must know," Lord John
answered, 'It is becauBe nobody would
work in a cabinet with a man whose
wife opens all his letters.' "
anti-suffra-

If you would profit by the example
of French tailors, you win order separate skirts of one of the following

materials:
cloth that has
First, a double-faceleaped into important place ts being
used. It practically trims Itself, and
d

will be very popular for this economical reason.
Then there are cheviots and serges
for lightweight models, and all colors
are in vogue, the neutral shades and
dark blue leadtng.
Heavy fancy suitings are very popular. The English tweeds and mixed
suitings are having a tremendous
favoritism shown them by the leading
houses.
Tailored skirts are not so straight in
outline, many showing slashed effects
at tbe side, and all are made walking
length.
Some have a slightly raised waistband, so that no belt is needed, while
others show a normal line, with a
stitched band attached to the skirt
On others, a back panel Is attached
with a modified front edge that extends toward the front, thus forming a
belt or girdle.

Positively Brilliant.

"Did you hear young Pounders playing on the piano just now?"

"Yes. I consider him a remarkable
performer."
"How Is that?"
"He can hit more wrong keyB In
less time than any other person I ever
saw."
Many a girl repents at leisure
cause she didn't marry In haste.
A WOMAN

be-

DOCTOR

Was Quick to See That Coffee Poison
Was Doing the Mischief.

A lady tells of a bad case of coffee
poisoning, and tells it in a way so simple and straightforward that literary
Appropriate Touch of Color In the Toi- skill could not Improve it
"I had neuralgic headaches for 12
lette Adds Immensely to the
years," she says, "and have suffered
Appearance.
untold agony. When I first began to
To be becomingly dressed Is tho de- have them I weighed 140 pounds, but
brought me down to 110.
sire of every woman worthy of tke they went
to many doctors and they
"I
name, and here I would say cne Is
greatly helped towards this end If In gave me only temporary relief. So I
one's toilette a touch of color to suffered on, till one day, a woman
match the hair and eyes Is introduced. doctor advised me to drink Postum.
She said I looked like I was coffee
It accentuates one's "points." For ex- poisoned.
ample, an Ideal dance frock for a
"So I began to drink Postum, and
girl would be a pale green shot
with mauve crepe de sole. This em- gained 15 poundaj in the first few
phasises the black hair and brown weeks and am Btill gaining, but not so
fast as at first. My headaches began
eyeB of the wearer.
To the woman with brown hair to leave me after I had used Postum
which has golden lights one com- about two weeks long enough, I exmends the new color, which is of pect to get the coffee poison out of
greenish gold. And as hair of this my system.
"Now that a few months have passby
color is frequently accompanied
gray eyes, which almost Invariably ed since 1 began to use Postum, 1 can
have a yellowish halo around the iris, gladly say that I never know what a
this Is tbe color for her. Chicago In- neuralgic headache is like any more,
and It was nothing but Postum that
ter Ocean.
relieved me.
"Before I used Postum I never
Water Softener.
went out alone; I would get bewilderOne of the best wuter softeners for
ed
would not know which way to
winter use is that of a mixture of al- turn.and Now
I go alone and my head
mond meal, powdered borax, and oat' Is as
as
clear
a bell. My brain and
meal. These powders should be sifted nerves are stronger
thar. they have
together and then enclosed in small been
for yearB."
Name given by
muslin bags.
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
"There's a reason," and it is explainEcru 8llk Veils.
ed in the little book, "The Road to
Veils of ecru silk lace with a wide WellTllle,"
in pkgs.
mesh are being shown In Paris, and
Bvar read the above lottery A sew
are more becoming than tbe white
aa appears fraaa line to tlaae. They
ro sraaalao, trao, aud full uf huiuaa
ones to women with a dark skin.
tataraat.

MATCH

THE HAIR

AND

EYES

lark-haire-

!
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V
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my presence.

The story open In a Confederate tent
sat a Tltlcal stage of the Civil War. Oen.
to Capt. . Wayne an Important
1m Imp!"to Iai
'KRtn-etAccompanied by
jnrsMfo
Craig,
at. old army scout. Wayne
Herxt.
Mite on hU m'sstort. They get within
rthe Ilnea of the enemy and In the dark-iw- i
Wayne Is taken for a Federal
and a young lady on horseback la
lven In hie charge. Bhe Is a northern
jglrl and attempts to escape. One of the
horse eucciimh and Craig goes through
with the dispatches, while Wayne and My
XjMy of the North are left alone. They
awek shelter In a hut and entering It In
the dark a huge mastiff attacks Wayne
The girl ahoot the brute Just In time.
rTha owner of the hut. Jrd Bungay, and
his wife appear and soon a party of
horsemen approach. They are led by a
nan claiming to be Fled Lowrle, but who
proves to be MaJ. Brennan. a Federal
officer whom the Union girl recognize.
We order the arrest of Wayne as a spy
and he Is brought before Sheridan, who
threaten him with death unless he
the secret message. Wayne believe
.Killth Brennan to be the wife of MaJ.
Brennan. He Is rescued by Jed Bungay,
who st i. rls to reach Oen. Lee. while
Wayne
disguise penetrate to the
beneath which he had been lm- I
Introduced to a Mls
Krlsoned. He
barely escapes being unmaskFdtth Brennan recognising Wayne,
ed.
stay she will Bave him. Securing a pas
through the lines, they are confronted by
Brennan, who Is knocked senseless. Then.
BiloMIng Edith adieu. Wayne
makes a
ash for liberty. He encounters Bungay:
they reach the Lee camp and are sent
with reinforcements to Join Early. In the
battle of Shenandoah the regiment la
(Overwhelmed, and Wayne, while In the
(hospital, la visited by Edith Brennan.
Wayne and Bungay are sent on a scouting detail, and arriving at the Minor
place, Wayne meet Ml Minor and Mr.
Jlungay,
and
later Edith appear.
Wayne's detachment
Is besieged by guerrillas. Brennan and hi men arrive and
Bid In repelling the Invaders until a rescuing party of bluecoat reach the scene.
Brennan challenges Wayne to a duel; the
latter fires In the air. and Is himself
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so much aa noticed

"Very slightly, madam."
"His opponent escaped uninjured T"
Caton bowed, glanced uneasily to.
ward me, and then blurted forth Impulsively: "Captain Wayne fired In
the air, madam."
"A most delightful situation, surely,"
she said clearly and sarcastically.
"One would almost suppose we had
wholly reverted to barbarism, and that
our boasted civilization was but mockery. Think of it," and the proud disdain in her face held ui silent, "not
six hours ago that house yonder was
the scene of a desperate battle. Within lis
rooms men fought
and died, cheering In their agony like
heroes of romance. I saw there two
men battling shoulder
to shoulder
against a host of infuriated ruffians,
seeking to protect helpless women
They wore different uniforms, they
followed different flags, by the fortune
of war they were enemies, yet they
could fight and die In defense of the
weak. I thanked God upon my knees
that I had been privileged to know
such men and could call them friends.
No nobler, truer, manlier deed at arms
Yet, mark you, no
was ever done!
sooner is that duty over scarcely are
their dead comrades burled when
they forget every natural instinct of
of gratitude, of true manliness, and
spring at each other's throat like two
maddened beasts. I care not what
the case may be the act Is shameful
bounded.
and an insult to every woman of this
household. Even as I came upon the
CHAPTER XXXV. Continued.
field voices were clamoring for anoth
"Damn It, Moorehouse," he roared, er shot, in spite of the fact that one
War
fairly beside himself, "the charge was man stood already wounded.
may be excusable, but this Is not war.
too heavy; it overshot."
"Are you much hurt?" panted Caton Gentlemen, you have fired your last
shot on this field, unless you choose
"Merely pricked the skin."
Then Brennan's angry voice rang to make me your target."
She stood there as a queen might
out once more.
"I demand another shot," he insist and commanded an obedience no man
Brennan's
ted loudly. "I demand it, I tell you, among us durst refuse.
IMoorehouse. This settles nothing, and flushed face paled, ara his lips trem
I will not be balked just because you bled as he sought to make excuse.
"Edith," he protested, "you do not
don't know enough to load a gun"
Caton wheeled upon him, his bluo know, you do not understand. There
eyes blazing dangerously.
are wrongs which can be righted in
You demand a second shot?" be no other way."
cried indignantly. "Are you not aware
"I do not care to know," she an
sir, that Captain Wayne fired in tSe swered coldly, "nor do I ever expect
lair? It would be murder."
to learn that murder can right
"Fired In the air!" he laughed, as wrong."
df It was a most excellent Joke. "Of
"Murder! You use Btrong terms.
course he did, but it was because my The code has been recognized for cenIball disconcerted his aim. I fired a turies as the last resort of gentlesecond the first, but his derringer was men." ,.
covering me."
"The code! Has It, indeed? What
Caton strode toward him, his face gentlemen?
Those of the south ex
white with passion.
clusively of late. That might possi"Let him have it his way," I called bly pardon your opponent, but not you,
after him, for now my own blood was for you know very well that in the
up. "I shall not be guilty of such
t
north no man of any standing would
again."
ever venture to resort to it. Moreover,
He did not heed me, perhaps he did even the code presupposes that men
not hear.
shall stand equal at its bar I am in"Major Brennan," he said, facing formed that Captain Wayne fired In
him, his voice trembling with feeling, the air."
T tell you Captain Wayne purpose
He hesitated, feeling doubtless the
ly shot in the air. He Informed me uselessness of further protest, yet she
before coming upon the field that he permitted him small opportunity for
should do so. I positively refuse to consideration. "Major," she said quietpermit him to face your fire again."
ly but firmly, "I should be pleased to
Brennan's face blazed; chagrin, an-e- have you escort me to the house."
disappointment fairly infuriated
they
as
These words, gently
iiim. and he seemed to lose all
were spoken, still constituted a com"This is some cowardly mand. Her eyes were upon his face,
trick!" he roared, glaring about him and I doubt not he read within them
as if seeking some one upon whom that he would forfeit all her respect If
'he could vent his wrath. "Damn it. be failed to obey. Yet he yielded with
I believe my pistol was fixed to over- exceeding poor grace.
shoot in order to save that fellow. I
"As it seems impossible to connever missed such a shot before."
tinue." he admitted bitterly, "I supmay as well go." He turned
broke in upon his rav-n- pose
i Moorehouse
so astounded at these intemper- and fronted me, his eyes glowing
ate words as to stutter in his speech. "But understand, sir, this is merely
not an ending."
"Do-d-o
you
to
r a cessation,
I bowed gravely, not daring to trust
Brennan," he began, "that I have
" he paused, his mouth wide open, my voice in speech, lest should yield
taring toward the shed. Involuntar- to the temptation of my own temper
"Captain Wayne," she said, glancing
ily we glanced in that direction also,
wondering what he saw. There, In back across his broud blue shoulder,
I thought there was a new qualthe open doorway, as in a frame, and
ity
her voice, the sting had some
in
entirely
In white, her
dressed almost
it. "I shall esteem
graceful figure and fair young face way gone out of
if you will call upon
clearly defined against the dark back- it a kindness
me before you depart."
ground, stood Edith Brennan.
"With pleasure," I hastened to re- my surprise at the request al-I ply,
CHAPTER XXXVI.
most robbing me of speech, "but I
shall be compelled to leave at once,
The Last Good-by- .
as my troop Is already under orShe exhibited no outward sign of ders."
"I shall detain you
for only a
agitation as she left her position and
lowly advanced toward ua. Daintily moment, but after what you have
am
lifting her skirts to keep them from passed through on our behalf
contact with the weeds under foot, unwilling you should depart without
her head poised proudly, her eyes a realizing our gratitude. You will findI
in the library.
Come. Frank.
hit disdainful of it all, she paused be- me
ara ready now."
fore Caton.
We remained motionless, watching
"Lieutenant," she questioned in a
until they disappeared around
clear tone which seemed to command them
an answer, "I have always found you the corner of the shed. Brennan
walked with stern face, bis step
an impartial friend. Will you kindly heavy,
she with averted eyes, a slight
inform me as to the true meaning of smile of triumph curling her lip. Then
all this?"
Moorehouse stooped and picked up
He hesitated, hardly knowing what the derringer the Major had thrown
to reply, hut her imperious eyes were away.
upon him they insisted, and he stam"By thunder, but she's right!" he
mered lamely:
exclaimed emphatically. "I tell you
"Two of the gentlemen, madam, that's a mighty fine woman. Blame
wi re about (o settle a slight disagreeme, if she didn't
face ua like a
ment by means of the code."
queen."
"Were about?" she echoed, scornful
No one answered, and without exof all deceit. "Surely I heard shots as changing another word we walked toI came through the orchard ?"
gether to the house. There I found
'Oue fire has been exchanged." ha the remnant of my troop standing
reluctantly admitted.
beside their horses, chaffing with a
"And Captuln Wayne has been dozen idle Yankee cavalrymen who
mounded?"
I was not aware until that moment
The time had come when I must
blood-staine-

ls

ball-Iroo-

say a final farewell and depart Not
the slightest excuse remained for further delay. I dreaded the ordeal, but
no escape was possible, and I en
tered the house for what I well knew
was to be the last time. My mind
was gravely troubled; I knew not
what to expect, how far I might ven
ture to hope. Why had she desired
to see me again? Surely the public
reason she offered could not be the
real one. Had she only been free,
a maid whose hand remained her
own to surrender as she pleased. I
should never have hesitated, never
have doubted her purpose; but now
that could not be.
As I knocked almost timidly at the
closed library door a gentle voice
said, "Come." and I entered, my heart
throbbing like a frightened
girl's.
She stood waiting me nearly in the
center of that spacious
apartment,
dressed in the same light raiment she
had worn without, and her greeting
was calm and friendly, yet tinged by
a proud dignity, I cannot describe. I
believed for an instant that we were
alone, and my blood raced through
my veins in sudden expectancy; then
my eyes fell upon Mrs. Minor comfortably seated In an armchair before the fire, and I realized that she
was present to restrain me from
But in very truth my
lndy hardly mccded such protection
her speech, her manner, her proud
constraint told me at once roost plainly that no existing tie between us
I'ad caused our meeting.
"Captain Wayne," she said softly,
her high color alone giving evidence
of any memory of the past, "I scarcely thought that we should meet again,
yet was not willing to part with you
I have
under any misunderstanding.
learned from Lieutenant
Caton the
full particulars of your action In con
nection with Major Brennan. I wish
you to realize that I appreciate your
efforts to escape a hostile meeting

Stops Pain in the Bladder,
Kidneys and Back.

VT
'
pled mud of the yard, surrounded by
a group of Federal ofOoers. Within
was my commander, the old gray
hero of Virginia, together with the
great silent soldier of the North.
Few about me spoke as we waited
In restless agony. No one addressed
me, and I think there must have been
a look in my face which held them
dumb.
W.
know not how long I waited,
standing beside my horse, with bead
half bowed upon his neck, seeing the
figures about me as in a dream. At
last the door was flung open, and
those within came forth. He was in
advance of them all. In that pale,
stern, kindly face, and within the
depths of those sorrowful gray eyes,
I read Instantly
the truth the Army
of Northern Virginia was no more.
Yet with what calm dignity did this
defeated chieftain pass down that
blue lane, his head erect, his eyes
undlmmed as dauntless In that awful
hour of surrender as when he rode
before his cheering legions of fighting
men. Only as he came to where I
stood, and caught the leok of suffering upon my face, did he once falter,
and then I noted no more than the
slight twitching of his Hps beneath
the short gray beard.
"Captain Wayne," he said, with all
courtesy, "I shall have
his
to trouble you to ride to General
Hills' division and request him to
cease firing at once."
I turned reluctantly away from him,
knowing full well in my heart I was
bearing my last order, and rode at a
hard trot down the road between long
lines of waiting Federal Infantry- - I
scarcely so much as saw them, for my
head was bent low over the saddle
pomnel, and my eyes were blurred
with tears.

"

"If you bid me, yes, I will say
good-bye,I answered, my. own
brought back Instantly by her
words and manner, "but I retain that
which I do not mean' to forget your
gracious words of invitation to the
North."
She stood with parted lips, as
though she struggled to force back
that which should not be uttered.
Then she whispered swiftly:
"It is not my wish that you
should."
Was there ever such another paradox of a woman? I knew not how
to read her aright, for I scarce ever
found her twice the same. Which
represented the truth of her character her cool dignity, her impetuous
pride, or that gentle tenderness which
befitted her so well? Which was the
armor, which the heart of this fair
lady of the North?
As we rode down the path to the
eastward, a snowy handkerchief fiut
tered for an instant at the library
window. I raised my hat In silent
greeting, and we were gone.
self-contr-

"

CHAPTER XXXVII.
The Furling of the Flags.
The close of the long and bitter
struggle had come; to those who
with the
had cast their fortunes
South II seemed almost as the end of

The sun lay hot and golden over
the dusty roads and fenceless fields.
The air was vocal with blare of trumpets and roll of drums, while every
where the eye rested upon blue lines
and long columns of marching troops.
I formed one of a little gray squad
moving slowly southward a mere
fragment of the fighting men of the
Confederacy, making their way homeward as best they might As the
roads forked I left them, for here our
paths diverged, and it chanced 1 was
the only one whose hope lay west
ward.
Silently, thoughtfully I trudged on
for an hour through the thick red
dust My horse, sorely wounded in
our last skirmish, limped painfully behind me, his bridle-reiflung carelessly over my arm. Out yonder,
where the sun pointed the way with
streams of fire, I was to take up life
anew. Life! What was there left to
me In that word? A deserted, despoiled farm alone awaited my coming;
hardly a remembered tace, scarcely a
future hope. The glitter of a passing
troop of cavalry drew my mind for an
Instant to Edith Brennan, but I
crushed the thought Even were she
free, what had I now to place at her
proud feet, I, a penniless, defeated,
homeless man? At a cross-roada
Federal picket halted me, nd I aroused sufficiently to han him the paper
which entitled mt to safe passage
through the lines
He handed me
back the paper and motioned me to
pass on. I had gone a hundred yards
or more when I became aware that
he was calling after me.
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)

WHY HE USED THE BAD WORD

1

Little Matt Explained That the Two
Pigs He Was Driving Got

Ma-Jo-

His Goat.

1

VCtLMIMJe
Felt Convinced That

if My

Bullet Reached Major Brennan It Would
jure You."

and esteem you most highly for your
forbearance on the field. It waa indeed a noble proof of true courage
May I ask why did you fire in the
air?"
Had she not held in- - so away from
her by her manner I should have then
and there told her all the truth. As
it was
durst not.
"I felt convinced that if my bullet
i?ached Major Brendan It would Injure you. I preferred not to do that."
"I believed It was for my sake you
made the sacrifice." She paused; then
asked in yet lower tones: "Was my
name mentioned during your contention I mean publicly?"
"It was not; Caton alone Is aware
refrained because of the reason I
have alreudy given you."
"Your wound Is not serious?"
"Too Insignificant to be worthy of
mention."
She was silent, her eyes upon the
carpet, her 'bosom rising and fulling
with the emotion she sought In vain
to suppress.
"I thank you for coming to me,"
she said frankly. "I shull understand
It all better, comprehend your motive
better, for this brief talk. Whatever
you may think of me in the future,"
and she held out her hand with something of the old frankness In the gesture, "do not hold me ai ungrateful
for a single kindness you have shown
me. I have not fully understood you,
Captain Wayne; indeed, I doubt If
1

1

Matt Perkins, engine driver on ths
his little
farm, out near Peekskill, wouldn't be
complete withouA pigs So be bought
a couple and ttd them sent out,
much to the dismay of Willie, his
oldest boy, who tearfully
protested
that the family would be disgraced It
their acquaintances found they kept
New York Central, thought

In-

the world. I had thought to write of
those last sad days, to picture them
light and
contrasting
in all their
shadow, but now I cannot. There
ire thoughts too deep for human utterance, memories too sacred for the
I rejoice that I was a part of
pen.
it; ihat to the lowering of the last
I remained contattered battle-flastant to the best traditions of my
house. I cannot sit here now, beneath
th
protecting shadow of a flag for
which my son fought and died, and
write that I regret the ending, for
years of peace have taught us of the
South lessons no less valuable than
did the war; yet do I rejoice today
that, having once donned the gray,
wore it until the last shotted gun
voiced lis grim message o the North.
It is hardly more than a dream now,
sometimes vague and shadowy, again
(listluct with living figures and
scenes. I require but to close
my eyes to behold once more those
slender lines of ragged, weary, hungry men, to whom fighting had become synonymous with life. I pass
again through the fiery rain of those
last fierce battles, when in despera-lowe sought to check the unnumbered blue legions that fairly
crushed us beneath their weight.
I saw It all; I held a part in it all.
Upon that April day which witnessed
the turning of the last sad page In
this tragedy, I stood without the McLean bouse, ankle deep In the tram
g

1
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pigs.

But the father was obdurate, and
assigned to Matt, Jr., his
and youngest hopeful, the task of
caring for the pigs. This has proved
a bard task, and little Matt has been
having his troubles during the hot
weather.
One day the pigs, being pigs, roamed
fur afield.
Mattle, rounding them up,
drove them paBt the veranda, where
his mother happened to be. Mattle
was talking to the pigs In no uncertain terms, and It must be confessed
be used a word which be really should
nt Where he got It no one knows.
The mother promptly called him to
task, and Mattle, having penned in
the pigs, returned, hot and red ot
face, to the veranda
"Mattle," said his mother, sternly,
"I shall have to punish you. i heard
you say a naughty word."
"Well, I guess I did," was the lad's
penitent rejoinder, "but you see,
mamma, tbem pigs Jest got my goat."
New Vork Herald.
Telephones on St. Bernard.
Tho monks of St. Bernard have
fitted the refuge huts In the most
perilous spots wltb telephones, which
will enable travelers In distress to
ring up tor assistance.

Alarmist

"Jlbwock Is a very disquieting Individual."
"Indeed he Is. Jlbwock seems to
have been born with no other purpose
In life than to yell 'Fire!' "
The Remedy that revolutionizes and
the victim of constipation
Smerates Tea,
a herb combination.

re- -

is

A man feels as ill at ease In a dry
goods store as a woman does in a tobacco shop.

Particularly the Ladies.
Not only pleasant and refreshing to
die taste, but gently cleansing and sweetening to the system. Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna is particularly adapted
to ladies and children, and beneficial in
all cases in which a wholesome, strengthening and effective laxative should be
used It is perfectly safe at all times and
dispels colds, headaches and the pains
caused by indigestion and constipation so
promptly and effectively that it is die one
perfect family laxative which gives satisfaction to all and is recommended by
millions of families who have used it and
who have personal knowledge of its ex
cellence.
Its wonderful popularity, however, hat
led Unscrupulous dealers to offer imitations which act unsatisfactorily.
Therefore, when buying, to get its beneficial
effects, always note the full name of the
Company California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every
package of the genuine Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna.
For sale by all leading druggists. Price
50 cents per bottle.

Great Northern Ry
Makes Low Fares West
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old-tim- e
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Wouldn't It he nice within a week or
s
to begin, to say good-byforever to the
Scalding-dribbling-- , straining, or too frequent passage of urine; the forehead and
aches; the stltchss
the
and pains In the back; the growing muscle weakness; spots before the eyes; yellow skin; sluggish bowels; swollen eyelids or ankles; leg cramps; unnatural short
breath: sleeplessness and the despondency?
I have a recipe for these troubles that
you can depend on, and If you want to
make a qnlck recovery, you ought to
write and get a copy of it. Many a doctor would charge you $S.60 Jtis. for writing
this prescription, but I have It and win
be glad to send It to you entirely free.
Just drop me a line like this: Dr. A. FI.
Luck Building, Detroit.
nuhlnson,
.Irh.. and I will send It by return mall
In a plain envelope. As you will see when
you get It this recipe contains only pure,
harmless remedies, but It has great healpower.
ing and
ft will quickly show Its power once you
you
had better see what
use It. so I think
it Is without delay. I will send you a copy
free you can use it and cur yourself at
boms.

n
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Kidney

and

Troubles, Backache, Straining,
Swelling, Etc.

I do even now, yet I am under great
obligations which I hope some day to
be able to requite, at least In part."
"A thousand times they are already
paid," I exclaimed, eagerly, forgetting
for the moment the presence of her
llent chaperon. "You have given me
that which Is more than life; "
"Do not, Captain Wayne," she Interrupted, her cheeks aflame. "I
would rather forget. Please do not;
I did not send to you for that, only
to tell you I knew and understood.
We must part now. Will you say
good-bye?-

Urinary

Relieves

AheLoviv Story orA Gray Jacket

that she had even

8YNOP9I9.

$3.50 Recipe Free,
For Weak Kidneys.

j

Colonist Tkkets on sale daily March 1st to
April 15th.
The Great Northern Railway will place In
effect on March 1st, a special One Way Colonist fare of $2C .00, from Kansas City to points
in the Great Northwest, and continue same
daily to April 15th.
This fare will enable everybody who has
been cr.vinced of the great opportunities
awaiting them in the Golden Great Northern
States to reach the goal of his desires economically and quickly.
Three daily trains will carry the Colonists
west from the principal gateways Kansas
City, Minneapolis, Chicago, and St. Paul and
special preparations are being made for the
comfort and accommodation of passengers.
The fare from St. Paul, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Duluth and Superior will be jSiS.oo,
from Chicago $33.00.
Tickets will be sold to nearly all points In
Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon and
British Columbia, including Helena, Butte,
Great Falls, Havre and KaTispell, Montana;
Spokane, Seattle, Tacoma, Everett, Belling-haVancouver, Victoria and Portland.
Every town in this territory will enjoy the
benefit of this rate, and through tickets era
be purchased at low figures. In planning yoL'
trip to the Golden Great Northern States,
write for free copy of Colonist Folder and
cost of through ticket from your town to
m,

m

F. T. HOLMES,

Trtitilaf hnoi
823 Rib Street,

luui

Ckj, He.

The Farmer's Son's
Great Opportunity
nujwunir
our

llrTVSjaBBW- -

)

I'itLisrsasBBBW

tne oia farm to become
n rit'ri itnee l Brglnnnwto
prepare nir your future

sua

l'n.hriiT
dence.
A great opportunity awaits 70a In
Manltoba.Haakatcbewsn
or Alberta, where you
run n.'oure a Krei Uome- tead or buy laud st reasonable prices.
indepen-

Now'stheTime

not a year from sow,
hlgb-eThe nmflta aeenrad

wben land wilt be
ILafSSSSai

fr.

tin tbe

ahaudauit crops or

Oats and Hurley,
heat,
well sa oattle ralslna

.t.

a steady advance In
price, (loyeratneut returns ahow
that the number o, settlers
In Western Canada rrom
H. was tM per cent
the
larger Inyear.
luio than the
pre Idqi
Many farmers liaye paid
for their land out of the
proceeds of oue crop.
Fret, Homesteads of
acre and
of
ISO Srrres it I H.i0 an acre.
Ine
cllma'e. good sellouts.
. , II. 01
ii.tlv.uy futilities,
low freight mica; wood, water and lumber easily obtained.
For pamphlet "ljist Haul Wert,"
causing- -

l0

partlcularsaa to suitable lucaUon
and 'uw wallers' rate, apply to
Pjpt of IlumlymUon, Ottawa,
Can., or to Canadian Govt Agent.

W. H. BOCEHS
126 W. Ninth St.. Kansas City. Ms.
Plrg wrU totli
you

nor,t

4 Jacks, Fine Stall on, Mares,
FOR SALE Mules
aud Flue Lamia In Col- llu and Cooke Counties; cheap for quick salst
to DO out of stock business (for profession.)
., Sl 1H, Issnsss.
Write wants toowuer. H. 1 tills,
taus. (Keep this aa, wul not appear again,)

Receiving More New Goods
We are receiving new goods that we bought from men on the road for spring delivery and were unable to cancel them as the manufacturers had accepted the orders in good faith and made same up for us and we were forced to live up to our
agreements. Below is a line up on a bunch of new stuff such as Hosiery, Dresses,
Skirts, Silks, Piece Goods, Ginghams, Dresses, Lawns, Wrappers, Staples and Notions
of all descriptions of which have reached us this week and will be sold at cost with
exactly the amount of freight that costs to bring them to Clovis. Also remember
that everything else in the house is going and going fast but lots more left for you.
Bring your purse. We will not charge anything else.
-

fa
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Current reports are out that we are not going to leave but take this much from us Miller & Kimherlin are
going to leave, and leave just as soon as we get our stock a little lower we are arranging our shipments now
getting rates and etc. We have sold show cases to Kendall dry goods company, Whiting 5 & 10c store and
Barry Hdw. Co., and more yet for sale. That ought to be good indications that we are preparing to leave
and that very soon.
Read all the Offers Below For Here are a few Good Staple Values
3 new bolts
Bleach sheeting at only
24c per yd
Men & Boys in Hats, Shirts,
3 new bolts
unbleached sheeting at only - 22c per yd
4 dozen extra nice seamless sheets 81 x 90 each
72c
Shoes, Oxfords, Under2 Bolts 42 inch heavy pillow tubing per yd
13
Best calico in reds, blues, grays and light; per yd - 5c
wear, Pants, Cloth3 pieces of nainsook very fine per yard
15
7 pieces of gingham checks, extra fine per yd
7c
2 deminets extra nice at only 13c
ing & etc.
per yard
2
10--

-

4

10-- 4

-
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Mens Silk Shirts Real Nifty
At $1.50, 1.90, 2.00 and 2.40 is the prices we have on our
line of silk shirts

2c

Silver Brand Collars

--

Men's suits at cost and below.

Our line we have left in
all siz33 will cost you $5.00 to $17.50, this includes Hart
Schaffner & Marx $29. 50 suits. We have left for select-io- n
89 men's suits. Take a peep at the men's $3.50 suits.

Hat Values Worth Your While
Two Handel Beavi

e

3

stylet such as Big 4

50

Columbia & Nifty styfi j,
ty Stetsons, new shipment
$8.60. Other Stetsi
hah c!ie
Ptyles ready for you.

).

94 00

tnon's

week,
,t $3.30.

Nif-la-

at $3.50

st

&

Straws all

Men's Shoes & Oxfords

Men's Spring Pants
It's true they have been going fast but

we have plenty
This includes all.

Extra Shirt Values
One lot of 1.65 & 2.00 Ide shirts choice 1.35. Choice all
1.50 shirts at 1 .00. Choice all 1.25 & 1.00 Shirts at 90c
Men's 40c summerwear at
23c

"

50c
75c
For a good low price on odd

I

Silver Brand collars in all sizes and plenty of them
Mens fancy hose
12 to 25c
Mens white handkerchiefs
4
.
Siik Hosa
.
39c
Mens black and tan hose a dandy for
10c

30c
45c

shirts and drawers we have

it.

Boys Suits and Pants
Boy's suits, size 3 to 6 at Half price. Other boy's suits
Boys pants all we have left go at half
price.

at cost and less.

We expect to wind

6 Doz. pair Ladies Blk. 15c hose.
10 Doz. Ladies colored hose at

Per oair 10c
15. 18 and 25.' per pair
(These colored hose worth up to 75c per pair)
Read elsewhere in this ad. about Ladies Buatter B. hose
4 doz. ladies gauze vests, real nice, ea;h 5p
4 doz. ladies fine gauze vests, mercerised tape, each
18c
4 doz. ladies finegauzs vests, silk tape, each
25c
New Shipment children's ReD. hose, 8 to 10, pair
15c
50 pieces ribbon, good colors, size 10 to 80,
Half price
We have a few bolts of silk, slow sellers at cost so they
will go from now on at
Half price
Dandy line figured wash silks at
per yard 20 to 30c
35c imported ginghams, new patterns
per yd. 22c
25c white 36 nice figured lawns
per yd 18c
43c white'36 inch real nice' patterns
per yd. 22c
6 bolts fancy lawns as a leader
per yd. 4c
Blk. and white stripe lawn 40c grade, now on at 22
30c figured lawn,
per yd. 14c
50c extra fine part linen Flaxon,
per yd. 33c
36 inch white cotton Voile, sold at 50c, now at
30c
'!() inch colored cotton Voile sold
at 60c now at
25c
20c cross bar nainsook, long as it lasts
Hie
20c cross bar dimity, long as it lasts
13c
Swasitt and Pongee in colors
15c up to 22 c
l--

Our time is limited in Clovis.
Goods are going faster and cheaper than ever. Lay in a supyly before we leave.

at

10c

per pr
to 10c
per pr
per pr

Ladies Skirts and Dresses
li

t's Fancy weave walking skir s tans and gravs and
etc re gu lay price $5. to $13.50, we offer all left at $3 50
.

to $8.40.
Voi! Skirts
White wool

-

skirts

-

-

-

They are new spring styles neatly trimmed

Ladeis Hose,etc.

We have left plenty of sizes in men's work shoes at $1.25
$2 & $2.40 up to $3.00. One lot men's $3.00 & $4.00 Oxfords to clean up at $1.93 per pair. Men's $!. 50 & $5 00
pat. oxfords and itlioes at $2.65. Edwin Clap shoes & oxfords $4.25. Tan and un metal dress shoes $3.60, these
are the $4.50 and $5.00 Packards,

left at $1.20 up to $4.20 pants,

bolts nice denmity extra for the money per yd - 18c
2 pckgs black satteen 25c grade per yard
18c
2 pieces black satteen 20c grade at only 13c per yard
2 bolts plane table linen 1.50 grade per yd
95c
2 bolts of fancy table linen per yard
65c
Clarks O. N. T. thread at present have all sizes
4c
4 dozen pair Hine heavy bath towels per pair
88c
Barker towels and plenty of them, per pair
7c
Hooks and eyes, white and black 2 for
'5c
10 dozen packages pins goes 2 papers for
5c
Garter and bloomer elastic white and black 3e to 8c per yd
4 dozdii ladies plain handkerchiefs g es 2 i' :
4 dozen ladies pure linen fancy ed(?e handkerchief ;
18c
4'dozen ladies pure linen fancy edge handkerchi
15
4 dozen ladies part linen fancv corner handkerchiefs
10c
8 dozen ladies nice finish handkerchiefs each
9c

$3.50 to $7.90
$3.90 to $7.50

....

Silk and Wool Dresses
Our

linef

silk and wool dresse

new sprinsr cr ations

at 5.90 to 12.20 these are values worth your attention.

House Kimmonasand iaqques.Lawn Kimmonas 86 up 1.60
Sacqu.'s
35c to 65c

Underskirts and Petiicoats
Silk underskirts

-

Heather Bloom Petticoats
Satteen underskirts
Few chambray underskirts only

i5

.

.

1.95 to 3 60
1.35 to 2.60
45c o 65c
45c

Corsets
Ladies Gossard front lace corsets
American lady corsets

2.40 to 3.90
90c to 3.60

Buster Brown Hosiery
For Men, Women and children.
We are expecting
every day to bring us our spring Buster Brown guaranteed Hosiery in black, gause and lisle
25, 35 and 50
Pure silk 50 and 75c sellers, the silks are in white, black
and colors. Mens pure silk 50c sellers and mens 25 and
35 cent sellers, these will go with the freight added, be
sure and ask to see em. For they may come
to-da- y.

The lower our stock
gets, the lower we
put the prices. Jou
better come now.

up pretty
shortly. Prices are
doing the business.

things

T

